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ABSTRACT

In this study, a 1-D transient state mechanistic model of cuttings transport with foam 

in inclined wells has been developed. The model was solved numerically to predict 

the optimum foam flow rate (liquid and gas rate) and rheological properties that 

would maximize cuttings transport efficiency in inclined well.

The model predictions of total pressure drops were compared to the results from full 

scale low pressure ambient temperature flow loop experiments conducted by Tulsa 

University Drilling Research program. The model predictions of total pressure drop 

were 4 to 21 % lower than the experimental result.

A detailed sensitivity analysis of the effect of gas and liquid flowing rates, drilling 

rate, foam rheological properties, borehole geometry, wellbore inclination, back 

pressure and the rate of gas and liquid influx from the reservoir on the cuttings 

transport efficiency in inclined wells was presented.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Cross-sectional area, ft

As Characteristic area of cuttings, ft2

C Volumetric concentration, dimensionless

Cd Drag coefficient, dimensionless

Cl Lift coefficient, dimensionless

Cfi Foam concentration in lower layer, dimensionless

Csior Cb Solid concentration in lower layer, dimensionless

CBHP Circulating bottom hole pressure (psia)

d Diameter, ft

D Diameter of pipe, ft

Dh Hydraulic diameter, ft

D0 Diameter of outer pipe, ft

D; Hydraulic diameter, ft

f Friction factor, dimensionless

F Force, Ibft/sec2

Fj)s Drag force on suspended solids, Ibft/sec2

ry

F of Drag force on foam, Ibft/sec

Fqs Gravity force on suspended solids, Ibft/sec

FQf Gravity force on foam, Ibft/sec2

Fprs Pressure force on suspended solids, Ibft/sec2

Fprf Pressure force on foam, Ibft/sec2
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Fs_w Shear force due to contact of suspended solids with wellbore, Ibft/sec2 

Ff-w Shear force due to contact of foam with wellbore, Ibft/sec2 

f B-w Shear force due to contact of cuttings bed with wellbore, Ibft/sec2 

f B-2 Shear force due to contact of cuttings bed with the upper layer, Ibft/sec2 

Fent-Bs Force due to entrainment of solids from upper to lower layer, Ibft/sec2 

Fent-Bf Force due to entrainment of foam from upper to lower layer, Ibft/sec2 

Fent-S Force due to entrainment of solids from lower to upper layer, Ibft/sec2 

Fent-f Force due to entrainment of foam from lower to upper layer, Ibft/sec2 

FDep-s Force due to deposition of solids from upper to lower layer, Ibft/sec2 

FDep-f Force due to deposition of foam from upper to lower layer, Ibft/sec2 

FDep-Bs Force due to deposition of solids from upper to lower layer, Ibft/sec2 

FDep-Bf Porce due to entrainment of foam from upper to lower layer, Ibft/sec2

g Acceleration of gravity, ft/sec

gc Newton’s law conversion factor, ft-lbm/lbf-sec2

K Consistency index, Ibf-secn/ft2

L Distance from center of pipe to center of hole, ft

m Mass flow rate, Ibm/sec

N Total number of particles in the control volume

n Flow behaviour index, dimensionless

^Re (n ,k ) Modified Reynolds number for laminar flow in annulus, dimensionless

N
Re

Modified Reynolds number, dimensionless

P Pressure in wellbore, psia
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Pb Back pressure, psia

Pbh Bottomhole pressure, psia

PI Specific productivity index, ft /(psi.sec)

AP Pressure drop, psia

APd Parasitic pressure loss, psia

APb Pressure drop across the bit, psia

q Flow rate, ft3/sec

Q Flow rate, ft3/sec

r Radius, ft

Re Reynolds number, dimensionless

ROP1 Rate of Penetration, ft/hr

s
<3 . '

Mass source term, Ibm/(sec f t )

Sf Source term of foam, Ibm/(sec-ft3)

Sg Source term of gas influx, Ibm/(sec ft3)

So Source term of oil influx, Ibm/(sec-ft3)

sw
-3

Source term of water influx, Ibm/(sec-ft)

S Wetted perimeter, ft

Sf-W Total wetted perimeter of foam with pipe and well of wellbore, ft

S s - W Total wetted perimeter of suspended solids with pipe and well of wellbore, ft

S b - w Total wetted perimeter of bed with pipe and well of wellbore, ft

Si Length of interface between Layers, ft

AS Length of control volume, ft

t Time, sec.
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u Velocity, ft/s

Uc Critical deposition velocity, ft/sec

k ) Volume-average velocity, ft/s

Mass average velocity, ft/s

V Volume, ft3

vD Depositional velocity, ft/sec.

v e Entrainment velocity, ft/sec.

Vt Terminal settling velocity of solids, ft/sec

X Coefficient used in critical velocity correlation, dimensionless

y Distance between the bottom of outer and inner pipes, ft

z Gas deviation factor

P v Coefficient accounting for drag force, lbm/(sec ft3)

Oc Optimum gas liquid ratio, dimensionless

e Well inclination from the vertical, degree

0 Cutting angle of repose, degree

e Eccentricity, dimensionless

7 Shear rate, 1/s

M Viscosity of foam, cp

Ma Apparent viscosity, cp

Me Effective viscosity, cp

M P Plastic viscosity, cp

r Foam quality, dimensionless
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p Density, lbm/ft3

p  Bulk density, lbm/ft3

t Yield strength, psia

t  Shear stress, psia

Tw Shear stress at the wall, psia 

\f/ Particle sphericity

Subscripts

1, B bed/lower layer

2 upper layer

an wellbore annulus

b condition at the choke

B-i interface between bed and upper layer

bh bottomhole

dp drill pipe

f foam

f-w foam-wellbore interface 

g gas 

h hole

i interface between the upper and lower layer 

I number of computational cell 

In injection 

1 liquid phase
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nozz bit nozzle 

N last control cell 

p particle 

re reservoir 

s solids

sc surface condition, 

t total

w wellbore
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Underbalanced drilling (UBD) refers to a drilling operation where the circulating 

bottomhole pressure is less than the formation pressure.

Underbalanced drilling operation is generally designed to ensure underbalanced 

drilling condition is achieved throughout the entire drilling and completion operation 

(Wang et al., 1997). To achieve underbalanced drilling condition at all times, the 

selection of the drilling fluid is of great importance. Based on the type of drilling fluid 

used, UBD operations can be classified under four different categories (McLennan et 

al. (1997)): Air/gas drilling in which low density air or gas like nitrogen is used as the 

drilling fluid; Gasified liquid drilling in which a gas-liquid two phase drilling fluid is 

used for the drilling operation; Foam drilling which involves using stable foam with 

high viscosity for good cutting lifting ability and low variable density to maintain an 

underbalanced condition at all times; Flow drilling which involves using liquid with 

density below the formation’s hydrostatic pressure gradient.

Field applications have proven that UBD techniques has many advantages including 

minimized formation damage, increased drilling rate, improved formation evaluation 

while drilling, minimized lost circulation, reduced occurrence of differential pipe and 

logging tools sticking, enhanced detection of all producing zones, and enhanced 

earlier production from reservoir.

With underbalanced drilling, the invasion of the formation by fine particles in the 

drilling fluid is minimized or completely eliminated reducing formation damage to a 

minimum. This benefit accounts for the use of underbalanced drilling in horizontal 

well drilling (Bennion et al., 1998). Culen et al. (2003) conducted a field test to 

compare conventional overbalanced drilling with UBD in horizontal well in Saih 

Rawl in Oman, and observed an increase in the ultimate oil recovery as a result of 

using UBD.

1
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Underbalanced drilling facilitates faster drilling. Negrao et al. (1999), Rojas et al.

(2002) and Jaramillo (2003) presented several case histories, where significant 

increase in drilling rate was observed by using UBD as compared to the conventional 

drilling performance.

Reservoir evaluation is made possible while using underbalanced drilling technique. 

This is possible because the reservoir is producing hydrocarbon while drilling 

underbalanced. For conventional drilling, reservoir evaluation while drilling is 

difficult as the formation has been severally damaged due to invasion of drilling fluid. 

Lage et al. (1996), and Hannegan and Divine (2002) reported failure of drill stem test 

in wells that was conventionally drilled.

Producing zones which would have been missed using conventional drilling could be 

easily detected with UBD. This is mainly due to the fact that when drilling 

underbalanced, formation fluids flow into the wellbore and are carried to the surface 

by the circulating fluid for observation. The presence of oil in the circulating fluid 

received at the surface is an indication of the presence of a hydrocarbon zone. This is 

usually not the case with conventional drilling where formation fluid never flows into 

the wellbore during the drilling process. Cade et al. (2003) gave a case study of a field 

in Lithuania where a hydrocarbon zone missed by conventional drilling was detected 

while drilling underbalanced (UBD).

UBD also have the advantage of reducing or eliminating differential pipe sticking and 

sticking of logging tools in open hole. Amoco (1995) showed that the probability of 

pipe and logging tool sticking is much higher in overbalanced drilled wells as 

compared to UBD wells.

There is also the advantage of early production from the hydrocarbon zone while 

drilling underbalanced. With the formation pressure higher than the drilling fluid 

pressure, reservoir fluids are forced into the wellbore from where they are transported 

to the surface. Since production occurs naturally in UBD, the need for simulation 

treatment to enhance production is reduced, hence saving time and money.

2
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The net effect of the above listed benefits of UBD is an increase in productivity from 

the production zone which makes the project economically feasible.

This research will focus on foam drilling. Foam is an agglomeration of gas bubbles 

separated from each other by thin liquid films Bickerman (1973). Foam can also be 

defined as a dispersion of gas bubbles in a liquid, in which at least one dimension 

falls within the colloidal size range. The gas is usually stabilized by surfactant. Foam 

can be obtained by in-situ generation at the point of injection or can be preformed by 

passing the various fluid components through a porous medium. Preformed foam is 

preferred to in-situ generated foam as a circulating fluid because of its ability to 

withstand more contamination.

Foam as a drilling fluid is commonly used for underbalanced drilling because of its 

low variable density which makes adjustment of foam density possible in order to 

keep control of the circulating bottomhole pressure and its high effective viscosity 

which gives a superior cuttings lifting and transport ability. The variable density of 

foam is attributed to the presence of gaseous component in foam whose volume 

changes as it flows from the surface, down the hole and back to the surface due to 

change in pressure and temperature.

The change in the volume of the gaseous component with pressure causes the quality 

of foam to change. Foam quality is defined as the ratio of the volume of gas in the 

foam to the total volume of foam at a given pressure. Okpobiri and Ikoku (1986) 

recommended keeping the foam quality between 50-60 % at the bottom and below 

96% at the surface for effective cuttings transport. Above 96% foam quality, they 

concluded that foam becomes unstable and break into mist.

In a field case study from Western Venezuela, Rojas et al. (2002) reported that drilled 

solids as heavy as 15g were lifted successfully by using foam as a drilling fluid. 

Based on laboratory investigation, Anderson (1984) reported that from laboratory that 

foam has a lifting ability about 2 to 10 times that of water. Apart from having a good 

lifting ability and the ability to maintain an underbalanced drilling condition, foam is

3
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also used to remove formation fluids that enter the borehole while drilling and also 

serve as an insulating medium if loss circulation is a problem.

The prediction of the performance of foam is difficult due to the compressible nature 

of foam which makes foam flow mechanism quite complex. This is attributed to the 

fact that unlike conventional drilling fluids only very little is known about the 

hydraulic and rheological properties of foam. This problem associated with foam flow 

makes determination of the optimum gas/liquid injection rates for effective cuttings 

transport while achieving maximum drilling rate a problem. Other questions exist on 

how to combine the various different controllable variables in order to achieve 

efficient cuttings transport while maintaining maximum drilling rate.

In this research, a transient mechanistic model is presented for the prediction of foam 

drilling performance in inclined wells. The new model considers foam rheological 

properties, drag coefficient of cuttings in foam, formation fluid influx, drillpipe 

eccentricity, inclination effect and drilling rate and thereby provides an effective 

numerical solution to simulate the hydraulics of foam drilling in inclined wells which 

in the past have been a major problem.

1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Cuttings transport is one of the most important factors affecting drilling cost, time and 

quality of oil and gas wells. Inadequate hole cleaning can result in costly drilling 

problems such as stuck pipe, excessive bit wear, reduced drilling rate, lost circulation, 

and high torque and drag.

Hole cleaning is affected by many parameters, such as well geometry (diameter, 

inclination, eccentricity), cuttings characteristics (size, porosity of bed), drilling fluid 

properties (rheology, density, drag coefficient), and drilling operational parameter 

(drilling rate, drilling fluid circulation rate). Optimization of drilling hydraulics 

design requires a good understanding of the mechanics of cuttings transport.

Advantages of drilling with foam (i.e., high drilling rate, improved bit life, minimized 

formation damage and environmental impact, improved formation evaluation,

4
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reduced lost circulation, etc.) can be restrained by poor hole cleaning. The interaction 

between foam and the drill cuttings must be investigated to make the efficient use of 

all the benefits of using foam as a drilling fluid. Better understanding of how drilling 

operational parameters affect cuttings transport with foam will lead to a more 

widespread use of foam as a drilling fluid.

Several hydraulic design models for drilling vertical wells with foam were proposed 

by Krug and Mitchell (1972), Okpobiri and Ikoku (1986), Harris et al. (1991), Guo et 

al. (1995), Liu and Medley (1996), Valko and Economides (1997), and Owayed 

(1997). These models were developed by assuming steady-state flow conditions, 

therefore, they can not be used to analyse the transient nature of solids transport with 

foam. In addition, assuming a homogeneous flow, these models did not consider the 

slip velocity between cuttings and the foam. In homogeneous flow, particles are 

considered uniformly dispersed in the foam and slip velocity of solids was neglected 

in the calculation of pressure drops in the vertical well. Other aspects such as the 

friction between the drilled solids and borehole wall and water or /gas influx from 

reservoir were not properly addressed in most of the existing models.

Very few research studies have been reported on solids transport with foam in 

horizontal wells (Thondavadi and Lemlich, 1985; Herzhaft et al., 2000; Martins et al., 

2001; Ozbayoglu et al., 2003). Thondavadi and Lemlich (1985), Herzhaft et al. 

(2000), and Martins et al. (2001) conducted experimental studies. Ozbayoglu et al.

(2003) presented a ID three-layer mechanistic model for foam cuttings flow. 

Ozbayoglu et al.’s model also assumes steady state flow conditions and, therefore, it 

can not be used for analysing the transient behavior of foam-cuttings flow in 

horizontal wells. The effect of reservoir fluid influx was not taken into account in the 

Ozbayoglu et al’s model either.

Capo (2003) conducted an experimental study of cuttings transport with foam in 

inclined wells. Capo reported that foam cuttings transport exhibits a critical behavior 

within the range of 55 to 65 degrees where in-situ cuttings concentration reaches the 

highest values.

5
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Recently, an unsteady-state model of cuttings transport with foam has been presented 

by Li (2005). Li’s model includes the effect of slip velocity between the cuttings and 

foam. It also considers the effect of formation fluid influx into the wellbore. 

However, Li’s results are limited to vertical and horizontal wells and do not apply for 

the transport of cuttings at intermediate inclination angles.

For cost-effective and trouble free drilling of inclined borehole sections using foam, a 

more comprehensive approach of modeling cuttings transport with foam in inclined 

wells is needed. The current research project is, therefore, proposed to analyse the 

transient non-homogenous flow of cuttings transport with foam through inclined 

wells.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH

This research will focus on the numerical modeling of foam drilling hydraulics and 

cuttings transport in inclined wells. The main objectives of this research include:

(1) Develop 1-D transient mechanistic models of cuttings transport with foam in 

inclined wells,

(2) Provide numerical solutions of the mechanistic models of foam-cuttings transport 

in inclined wells,

(3) Develop a numerical wellbore simulator that could be used for hydraulic 

optimization of foam drilling operation in inclined wells (i.e., effective transport 

of cuttings while keeping the bottom hole pressure at minimum).

1.4 SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The major tasks accomplished throughout this research can be summarized as follows:

(1) A 1-D transient model of solids-foam flow in inclined wells has been developed. 

This task requires the formulation of governing equations for the fully suspended 

solids-foam flow and the associated boundary conditions within the inclined drilling 

circulating system. This task also requires for the selection of closure equations to 

complete the governing equations of solids and foam phases. The closure equations

6
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include the correlations to calculate the foam rheology and density, foam and solids 

friction factors, drag coefficient for power law fluid and the hydraulic diameter of the 

open flow area.

(2) The proposed model has been solved numerically. The numerical solution of the 

model has been implemented into a wellbore simulator. A well-known numerical 

method for dilute two-fluid flow model in fluid mechanics is adopted, and modified 

to discretize the governing equations for foam-solids flow in inclined wells. 

Numerical wellbore simulator is then, developed by using the proposed numerical 

method and FORTRAN programming language.

(3) The accuracy of the model predictions has been checked by comparing model 

prediction of pressure losses in inclined wellbores to the experimental data available 

from the literature.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review focuses on mechanism of cuttings transport in vertical well, 

horizontal and inclined wells. It also looks into foam drilling with focus on the foam 

rheology, foam stability, foam flow and cuttings transport with foam.

2.1 Mechanisms of Cuttings Transport.

2.1.1 Cuttings Transport Mechanism in Vertical Wells.

When vertical wells are drilled, cuttings are generated at the bottom of the hole which 

needs to be transported to the surface. The movement of cuttings upward to the 

surface is achieved by means of drilling fluids which are pumped from the surface 

through the pipe to the bottom of the hole, up through the annular space and back to 

the surface. One of the major functions of the drilling fluid is to lift cuttings from the 

hole as they are formed so as to prevent cuttings accumulation. Problems associated 

with inefficient cuttings transport are; reduction in penetration rate, wear of bit, pipe 

stuck, high torque and drag and other hole problems.

For cuttings to be transported to the surface as they are formed, the fluid must possess 

certain energy (force) which is a function of the fluid properties and pressure applied 

at the surface. In vertical wells, this force is called the drag force, which is the major 

force pushing the cuttings out of the hole. The other force acting on the solid cuttings 

is the gravitational force which acts against the drag force. These external forces 

acting on the cuttings control their movement. Fig 2.1(A) shows an upward 

movement of the cuttings when the drag force is greater than the gravitational force. 

Fig 2.1(B) shows a downward movement of the cuttings when the drag force is lower 

than the gravitational force i.e. settling of cuttings due to gravity and Fig 2.1(C) 

represent a critical condition where the forces are balanced over the particle and its 

movement is determined by its previous motion.

8
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Figure 2.1: Forces acting on a cutting in a vertical well

2.1.2 Cuttings Transport Mechanism in Horizontal Wells.

For horizontal wells, cuttings are also generated when they are drilled and as a result 

needs to be transported to the surface. Gavignet and Sobey (1989) and Ford et al. 

(1990) concluded that two major mechanisms are responsible for cuttings 

displacement in horizontal wells: saltation and sliding are responsible for cuttings 

transport in horizontal wells. In saltation, the cuttings are lifted to a position from 

where they are being carried by the fluid to the surface and this occurs when the lift 

force is greater than the gravitation force on the cuttings. Fig 2.2 (A) shows a lifted 

cutting which is being transported by the drag force to the surface. Sliding on the 

other hand is the transport mechanism which results when the lift force is not 

effective but the drag force is sufficient to overcome the frictional force between the 

cuttings and the wellbore and as a result the cuttings are moved along the wellbore to 

the surface as shown in Fig 2.2(B). Fig 2.2(C) shows a condition in which the 

gravitational force is higher than the lift force and the drag force is less than the 

frictional force. In this case, the cuttings would accumulate to form cuttings bed.

9
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M B CFigure 2.2: Forces acting on a cutting in a horizontal well

2.1.3 Cuttings Transport Mechanism in Inclined Wells.

Different forces acts on cuttings being transported in an inclined wellbore. The 

combined effect of these forces at different wellbore angles result to different 

mechanism which plays a major role in transporting cuttings generated at the bit to 

the surface. The wellbore angle has considerable effect on the hole cleaning process; 

this is reflected on the effect its changes have on the forces acting on the cuttings and 

the mechanism that dominate. An increase in the wellbore angle would:

Decrease the axial component of the gravitational force and increase the frictional 

force thereby increasing the effect of the drag force. There is also decrease in the 

axial component of the slip velocity which promotes rolling but an increase in the 

radial component of the slip velocity which hinders lifting process. High cuttings 

slippage as explained above account for the worst cutting transport at angle of 

inclination in the 40 to 45° range. This is true however, when relative low flow rate 

are used (Okrajni and Azar (1986)).

Produce a net decrease in lifting force due to increase in the radial component of the 

gravitational force.

Clark and Bickham (1994) suggested that three mechanisms are responsible for that 

the mechanism that dominates at any time depends on the angle of inclination. They 

suggested rolling mechanism at high wellbore angle, lifting mechanism at low

10
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wellbore angle while the settling mechanism (sedimentation) dominates near vertical 

wellbore angles. Gavignet and Sobey (1989) and Ford et al. (1990) suggested that two 

different mechanisms are responsible for cuttings transport in inclined wells; the 

sliding/rolling in which the cuttings moves along the low side wall of the annulus and 

saltation/suspension where the cuttings are transported in suspension. The sliding and 

saltation mechanisms are shown in Fig 2.3(A) and Fig 2.3(B) respectively.

A

Figure 2.3: Sliding and Saltation mechanisms in inclined well 

2.2 Flow Pattern in Inclined Wells.

Flow patterns were observed during cuttings transport experiments by researchers. 

Ford et al. (1990) from their experiment observed and identified seven types of flow 

patterns which includes; Homogeneous Suspension, Heterogeneous Suspension, 

Saltation /Suspension, Sand Clusters, Separated Moving Beds, Continuous Moving 

Bed, and Stationary Bed.

Luo et al. (1992) observed three type of flow patterns for cuttings transport in 

inclined wells depending on the hole angle and fluid properties which includes: (1) 

Heterogeneous suspension, this type of flow pattern results when the fluid velocity is 

high enough to set up a strong lift force which overcomes the gravity force causing

11
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the cuttings to be lifted and suspended in the fluid. For this flow pattern, there is 

usually a concentration gradient with more cuttings suspended in the lower half of the 

wellbore. (2) Separated Beds/Dunes, this type of flow pattern results when the fluid 

velocity is not high enough to create lift force to suspend all the cuttings. The result 

of this is the formation of cuttings bed with discontinuous interface between the solid 

beds and the carrying fluid. (3) Continuous Moving Bed, this flow pattern results 

when the velocity of the fluid is such that the lift force is weak to suspend the cuttings 

in the fluid but the drag force is strong enough to drag the deposit of cuttings forward 

and thus a layer of cuttings bed is formed on the low side of the wellbore. They also 

recognized Stationary Bed which usually results when fluid velocity is so low that 

both the drag and lift forces cannot move the cuttings forward but did not consider it 

as one of the flow pattern since it usually avoided during drilling operation.

Kelessidis et al. (2003) from their study of cuttings transport in inclined wells 

concluded that the main factors that determine flow pattern in pipes are the liquid 

properties, the solid loading, and the properties of the solid and liquid. They 

suggested five types of flow patterns namely: the fully suspended symmetric flow 

pattern, the asymmetric flow pattern, a moving bed flow pattern, a three layer flow 

pattern and finally full blockage in which the solids pile up in the pipe and blocks it.

2.3 Forces on a Single Solid Particle in an Inclined Well.

Different authors have analyzed forces on cuttings being transported in an inclined 

well. Luo et al. (1992) for better understanding of the cuttings transport mechanism in 

inclined wells, analyses the forces acting on a cutting on the low side of the wellbore. 

Clark and Bickham (1994) obtained the velocity needed to initiate flow of cuttings in 

an inclined well for both the rolling and lifting mechanism by the balance of the 

forces acting on the cutting resting on the low side of the wellbore for the rolling 

mechanism and that in suspension for the lifting mechanism. Ford et al. (1996) 

based their minimum transport velocity (MTV) model on the balance of forces acting 

on a single cutting resting on the low side of the borehole. From the force analysis 

carried out by these authors, two major groups of force are observed: Dynamic forces 

and Static forces. See fig 2.4 for forces acting on a cutting in an inclined well.

12
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Fig 2.4 Forces acting on a cutting in an inclined well

2.3.1 Dynamic Forces Acting on a Cutting in Inclined Wells.

Dynamic forces comprise of the lift force, drag force and the pressure force. The drag 

and lift forces are supplied by the fluid (its properties) and are usually experienced by 

a particle due to relative motion between the body and the surrounding fluid. These 

forces actually result due to pressure and shear stress distribution on a body.

Drag Force. The determination of the drag force is quite complex when compared to 

the determination of the gravitational and buoyant forces. This is attributed to the 

variability of factors that affect it. These factors which includes; the type of fluid, the 

particle being transported (the particle shape, size and density), the density and 

viscosity of the fluid should be considered for proper determination of the drag force.

The drag force which is a resistant force induced when particles moves through a 

fluid has two components (Peden, 1987); the viscous component which is represented 

by

13
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Ap is the characteristic area of the particle parallel to the direction of motion. The 

second component is the pressure component and is represented by;

FDp ~  2  Ci>pANP f  {u,f Us ) 2.2

Where An, is the characteristic area of the particle perpendicular to the direction of 

flow.

The addition of these two components gives the total drag force represented by;

Fd — CDA sp ^ f  u s ) 2.3

Where As is the characteristic area of the cutting and Cd is the drag coefficient 

The above equation can also be re-written as

FD — CD7Ed p j  (u,f us ) 2.4

2.3.2 Drag Coefficient Models.

The drag coefficient Cd is required for the calculation of the drag force on the 

cuttings supplied by the fluid. Numerous studies have been conducted to develop 

correlations for the determination of the drag coefficient in both Newtonian and non- 

Newtonian fluids with spherical and non spherical particles.

McCabe (1956) developed correlations for drag coefficient as a function of particle 

Reynolds number for Newtonian fluid around a smooth sphere for the creeping, 

intermediate and Newtonian flow regimes:

Stokes regime or Creeping flow

14
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24
’  R e ^ 0 1

2.5

Intermediate flow regime

18.5
D 2.6

Newtonian (Turbulent) flow regime

CD =0.44 500 -< Re p -< 200,000 2.7

Where

_  D PP f ( u f  ~ Us )  
p ,,

2.8

Haider and Levenspiel (1989), Gausier (1995), Hartman et al. (1994), Swamee and 

Ojha (1991) also presented expressions for drag coefficient for Newtonian fluids.

Clift et al. (1978) recommended standard correlations for the determination of drag 

coefficient of spherical particles in both Newtonian and non Newtonian fluids for all 

flow regimes. They came up with the following expressions for the drag coefficient:

, 0.01 < Rep 2.9

Log —  p- - l  =-0.881+0.821ogRe -0.05(logRe ) 2 , 0.01^Reo ^20
i 24 I p p

( CDRcp ^

2.10

( C Re ^
L o g —  p- - \  =-0.7133 + 0.6305logReD , 2 0 ^ R e „ ^ 2 6 0  2.11

24 v\  /
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LogCD = 1.6435-1.12421ogRep + 0.1558(logRep)2 , 260-<Rep -< 1500

2.12

LogCD = -2.4571 + 2.5558 log Re p-0.9295(log Re p)2 +0.1049(logRep)3

2.13

1500 -X Rep x  12000

LogCD = —1.9181 + 0.63701ogRep —0.0636(logRep)2 , 12000 x  Rep X 44000

2.14

LogCD = —4.339 + 1.5809logRep-0.1546(logRep)2 , 44000 ^  Rep < 105

2.15

CD = 29.78-5.31ogRep , 105 -< Rep -< 4 x l0 5 2.16

CD =0.11ogRe -0 .49  , 4 x l0 5 -< Rep -< 106 2.17

8 x 10 4

CD = 0 .1 9 - - ------- , Re >106 2.18
Re„ p

R e . = ^ l  2.19
P K

The fact that most drilling fluids commonly used in drilling operations show non- 

Newtonian flow behavior calls for the need to estimate drag coefficient in this type of 

fluids.

Dedegil (1987) developed an expression for drag coefficient for Bingham plastic type 

fluids. He expressed his result as a function of Reynolds number for the three 

different flow regimes. Dedegil results were based on his experimental data.

24
CD= —  , Re5 ^ 8  2.20

Re*
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22
CD =  + 0.25 , 8 -< Re5 -< 150

Re*
2.21

CD =0.4 , Re* -< 150 2.22

_ p f (uf  - u s)d
Re* = r 1 " snp  2.23

Where jup is the plastic viscosity.

Shah (1982) expressed the drag coefficient of a power law fluid as an implicit 

function of the particle Reynolds number. He obtained an expression of the form 

given in equation (2.24)

J C ^ " R e *  =  A + R e B+ C  2.24V D p p

Where A, B, and C are unknown constants which are functions of fluid model 

parameter n. The above equation is valid for Reynolds number greater than 0.01 but 

less than 100 and value of n greater than 0.281 but less than 1.

O fV 2~nd nr \  '  J t p

R e ' = ^ r -

Vt is the terminal settling velocity and K is the consistency index for the power law 

fluid.

Fang (1992) derived a correlation for power law fluid, as follows

c » = | p -  - R e x l 0 °  2-26

Above this value of Reynolds number, Cd approaches a constant value of one.
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Peden and Luo (1987) established a generalized correlation for the determination of 

drag coefficient for both power law and Newtonian fluids from experimental data. 

The generalized equation is given by equation (2.27)

For Newtonian fluids, “a” and “e” depends on the flow regime whereas for power law 

fluids, these variables depend on both the flow regime and the flow behavior index. 

For power law fluids, they derived empirical equations for the determination of “a” 

and “e” for different flow regime based on their experimental data. For non-spherical 

particles, the drag coefficient is a function of both the particle Reynolds number and 

particle sphericity y/ . Particle sphericity y/ is defined as the ratio of the surface area of 

a spherical shape having the same volume as the particle to the actual surface area of 

the particle. They developed following expressions for determination of the drag 

coefficient depending on the flow regime.

Laminar flow

a = 39 .8 -9  n 
e = 1.2-0.47n

Transition flow

a = 42.9 -  23.9« 
e = l-0.33ra

, Rep <5,n>- 0.45 2.28

, H R e p -< 200, 2.29

For non spherical particles, they introduced a shape correction factor Fs so that the 

expression becomes

C' = F,Cd 2.30
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Where

F_ = 1.5 -0 .5 'P  , R e „ ^ l  2.31A p

F = 2.6-1.6 'F  , R e > l  2.32
■> P

Acharya et al., (1976) based on experimental data developed a correlation for 

calculating the drag coefficient for power law fluids. Their correlation for drag 

coefficient is represented by equation (2.33).

Cn = 24 X(n)  F, Re „ ^  1000,0.5 < n < 1 2.33

Where

X  =3 r 2 - 2 2 n 2 + 29n  ̂
n(n + 2)(2 n + 1)

2.34

F, = 10.5n -3 .5  
F2 = 0.32n + 0.13 2.35

Grahams and Jones (1995) also derived empirical correlation for the determination of 

drag coefficient for power law fluids from numerical analysis. For their correlation, 

the drag coefficient was expressed as a direct function of Reynolds number and flow 

behavior index.

35.2(2)103"
D ~ Re103 + ”

1- 20.9(2) 1.11 n \

Re l.ii
> n+1

 < Re < 4(2)",0.4 < n < 1
10 p

2.36

Darby (1996) developed an empirical correlation for the determination of drag 

coefficient for power law fluids from numerical analysis. The expressions for his

correlation is given by equation (2.37).
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C, +4.8
f  % A0-5\  0.2

vRey
Re „ < 100,0.4 < n < 1 2.37

C ,=
f ,  \ 8 A"0125^1.82^
\ n  )

+ 34 2.38

X = 1.33 + 0.37 n
1 + 0.7 n 3.7

2.39

Ceylan et al. (1999): based on the results of Lali et al. (1989) also develop 

correlations for the determination of the drag coefficient for power law fluids.

CD =
24X' 
Re „

2.40

X* = x for Re„ -< 10' 2.41

X* = X  +
2 ^1 — n 

V3« + ly
log(0.001Re) for , 10-05 -< Re -< 10“3 2.42

X* = X  +
( A  n 4 ^  3 -n

24v y
Re for , Rep >10 -3 2.43

Where

X  = 32 n-3
(  2 . ^  n —n + 3

n 3 n
2.44

Matijasic and Glasnovic (2001) based on experimental result also developed a 

correlation for the determination of the drag coefficient of the power law fluids.
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CD = (— X-1.26 n + 2.3) + 0.653 
Re

Rep -< 1000 

053 < n < 1
2.45

For all the cases above, the Reynolds number is obtained using the expression,

V is the terminal settling velocity.

Chhabra (2002) carried out a detailed comparison of different correlations developed 

by the above authors and found out that correlation by Acharya et al. (1976) and 

Matijasic and Glasnovic (2001) gave the best result followed by that of Darby (1996).

Bases on the work done by Chhabra (2002), the following expressions for the 

determination of the drag coefficient will be used for this study.

CD = (— )(-1.26n + 2.3) + 0.653
Re

0.01<Rep<700 2.46

24 X (n) 700< Rep<1000 2.47

Where

x  = 31.5(1 - 4  2 -  22w2 + 29n N 
yn(n + 2){2n + l)y

F, =10.5/1-3.5 
F2 = 0.32n + 0.13

30.0 67.289 Rep > 1000 2.48
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Equation (2.46), (2.47) and (2.48) are the Matijasic and Glasnovic (2001), Acharya et 

al. (1976) and Chien (1994) models respectively for the determination of drag 

coefficient for power law fluid.

Lift Force. The lift force arises due to asymmetric distribution of the fluid velocity 

and/or due to turbulent eddy in the annular flow causing the cuttings to be lifted from 

the low side of the inclined annulus and be suspended in the fluid from where the 

cuttings are transported by drag force to the surface. The lift force supplied by the 

fluid is obtained by using:

Lift Coefficient. A correlation for the determination of the lift coefficient was 

proposed by Clark and Bickham which was developed for spherical particle given as;

2.49

d  du V

CLE = 5.82
2 uf  dr

2.50

v /

If CLE> 0.09

Then

2.51

But if CLE< 0.09

Then

CL = 0.09 2.51b
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Pressure Force. This is the force which results due to pressure gradient experienced 

when fluid flow pass a solid particle. Clark and Bickham (1994) showed that this 

force can be expressed as

2.52

For the model developed in this project, the pressure force over a given section would 

be considered as the difference between the entry and exit pressures of that section.

2.3.3 Static Forces Acting on a Cutting in Inclined Wells.

Static forces acting on a cutting are comprised of the gravity force, the plastic force 

and the friction force between the cuttings and wellbore due to contact. This group of 

forces tends to hold the cuttings down in the low side of the hole which if therefore 

not overcome would result to cuttings bed formation.

G rav ita t ion a l  force .  This is a measure of the weight of the cuttings. For 

inclined wells, a component of this force acts in opposite direction to the lift force and 

the other component against the drag force as shown in fig 2.4. The net effect of 

gravity force is to pull the cuttings back into the hole. The force of gravity on a 

cutting is given by equation (2.53).

The cutting is assumed to be spherical with a diameter “d”

Plastic force. This force results due to the yield stress of the drilling fluid. A cutting 

sitting on a cuttings bed is positioned in the interstice of neighboring cuttings held 

stationary by the bed. The fluid in the interstice beneath the cutting would be stagnant

p g ~ Fb =g ( p c - p f y 2.53

Where ‘V’ is the volume of the cutting represented as;

6
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and plastic while that at the upper portion is flowing. Clark and Bickham (1994) 

derived an expression for this force given by:

9( j)+ ----- 0 Sin 0-Cos0Sin0
V V 2

\

/
2.54

Where 0 is the cutting angle of repose.

For power law fluid which is the case with foam considered as the drilling fluid in 

this study, the plastic force is neglected.

Friction Force. The frictional force is another force in this group and acts at the point 

of separation between the cuttings and the wall of the wellbore tending to oppose the 

forward motion of the cuttings. This force acts in opposite direction to the drag force 

supplied by the fluid. When the frictional force is greater than the driving force acting 

to pull the cuttings out of the hole, the cuttings tends to settle down at the lower part 

of the wellbore to form a bed. The lift force in this case is assumed to be ineffective. 

From fig 2.4 an expression for the frictional force is obtained as given by equation

Where the term // is the coefficient of friction.

2.3.4 Force Analysis for the Rolling and Lifting Mechanism

For more accurate force analysis, two conditions are considered. The first is when the 

drilling fluid has sufficient force (velocity above the critical transport velocity) to 

transport all the cuttings to the surface with no cutting bed formation (zero bed height 

condition). The second case is that where the drilling fluid transport velocity is below 

the critical depositional velocity. This condition is termed the sub-critical flow 

condition and under this condition, cuttings will be deposited at the bottom of the 

wellbore and cuttings bed will form. As the cuttings bed builds up under the sub- 

critical flow condition, the area above the cuttings bed open to flow reduces causing

(2.55).

2.55
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the drilling fluid velocity above the bed to increase. The bed continues to build until 

the foam (drilling fluid) velocity above the bed increases to a certain critical value 

called the critical foam velocity that prevents further formation of cuttings bed. At 

this point an equilibrium bed height is attained. Any additional deposition of cuttings 

to this bed height will cause the foam velocity in the neighborhood (area open to 

flow) of that region to increase above the critical foam velocity. This sets up a 

stronger fluid force (turbulent dispersing force) which causes the protruding cuttings 

to be displaced thereby re-establishing the local equilibrium bed height. In other 

words, the steady state height of the bed is obtained when the velocity in the upper 

layer, which for this model is the layer of fluid containing suspended particles, is 

sufficient to support all the particle that are still suspended. Increasing flow rate at 

this point would increase the magnitude of the dispersing force causing an increase in 

the average concentration of cuttings in the upper layer and hence a reduction in the 

bed height.

2.3.4.1 Force Analysis for Rolling Mechanism.

The rolling mechanism is pronounced at high wellbore angle where the wellbore 

complementary angle is less than the cutting angle of repose ̂  (Clark and Bickham, 

1994). The cutting angle of repose is simply the angle of inclination the wellbore 

makes with the horizontal above which the cutting begins to slide down to the lower 

part of the wellbore. Considering a cutting at equilibrium under the influences of the 

above listed forces as shown in fig 2.4 the following force balance equations is 

obtained for the rolling mechanism.

The resultant force in the x-direction 

FD+Fip -(Fs - F t )pose-Fl r=Fx

F ,= 0

Fx =  FD + F AF- ( g k P , - P l ) ) ^ C o S8 - n l F s - Fb ) s m 8  —Fl ) 2.56
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The term (friction portion) in the bracket becomes zero when

FL y { F g - F t ) s m e

This is because under this condition, the cutting will be in a lifted position with no 

contact with the wellbore and hence the friction force would be zero.

For a cutting at equilibrium,

[i in equation (2.56) is the coefficient of static friction. Iyoho (1980) indicated that 

the coefficient of static friction is 0.6 since cuttings slide down the wellbore under no

close approximation for the value of the static friction coefficient is the tangent of the 

angle the wellbore makes with the horizontal at which the cutting bed will just begin 

to slide under no flow condition. This is approximately equal to the tangent of the 

cutting angle of repose. Gavignet and Sobey (1989) showed that for a sliding bed, the 

sliding coefficient of friction is less than half the coefficient of static friction of 

cuttings studied by Iyoho. For their model they suggested a sliding friction factor of 

0.2. It should be noted however that correlations have also been developed for the 

determination of this coefficient (Ozbayoglu 2003).

2.3.4.2 Force Analysis for Lifting Mechanism.

The lifting mechanism occurs at intermediate and low wellbore angles. In this case, 

the cuttings while resting on the wall of the wellbore would not move in the radial 

direction but in the axial direction. The cutting would move up into the region where 

the axial velocity of the fluid moves it downstream (i.e. if the drag force is sufficient 

to move it to the surface) as shown in figure (2.4).

For the lifting case, the resultant force in the Y-direction is:

Fx = 0

flow condition when the wellbore makes an angle of about 60° with the horizontal. A

2.57
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For a cutting at equilibrium,

Fy = 0

The resultant force pulling a cutting that have been suspended and drag toward the 

surface is given by:

F„ = ^Fy + ( f d + F ,p - (F s -Fb)Cos# ) 2 2.58

Below is a summary of the cases of cutting transport mechanisms in inclined wells.

Rolling mechanism is observed (sliding upwards)

Cuttings would slide down the hole to form cutting beds.

Neither rolling nor lifting mechanism present (cuttings at equilibrium)

No lifting mechanism but cuttings slides downwards 

Neither rolling nor lifting mechanism present (cuttings at equilibrium) 

Lifting mechanism is observed (cuttings would be suspended)

'Fx > 0"

U r < 0 ,

'Fx < O'

U r < 0 ,

'Fx = 0"

U r < 0 ,

(Fx < 0N

U r = 0 ,

I 'Fx = O'

U r = 0 ,

'Fx < 0"

U r > 0 ,

And

'Fx > oN

U r > 0 ,
Cuttings would be lifted and dragged in suspension to the surface.

Considering the effect of these forces, cuttings can be effectively transported to the 

surface if the dynamic forces are optimized so as to overcome the static forces and 

still have sufficient energy to transport the cuttings to the surface without eroding the
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wellbore. This can be achieved by optimizing operating conditions of the drilling 

fluid and drilling operation as would be discuss in a later chapter.

Clark and Beckham(1994) showed that the fluid velocity needed to dislodge the 

cutting for either the lifting or the rolling mechanism can be determined by 

expressing the dynamic forces acting on the stationary cutting as a function of local 

fluid velocity.

2.4 Critical Conditions for Cuttings Transport in Wells.

Different conditions are being used as critical conditions for effective cutting 

transport in wells. The specification of critical condition during cutting transport is 

necessary to prevent cutting deposition which would eventually result to bed 

formation. The determination of these conditions is vital to the field engineers as they 

are useful in setting the lower pump rate limit.

Different authors have used different criteria as critical conditions in cuttings 

transport to prevent cuttings bed formation. Clark and Bickham (1994) and Ford et al. 

(1996) used the minimum transport velocity as the critical condition for effective 

cuttings transport. They developed their model for the prediction of this velocity 

based on the balance of forces acting on a cutting in the annulus for both the sliding 

and the saltation cases. This method for predicting critical condition is not common in 

slurry transport in pipes because of the uncertainty involved in the determination of 

the lift force in a multi-particle system. Oroskar and Turian (1980) developed a more 

superior model which takes into account the fluid properties, solid characteristics and 

pipe geometry to predict a critical depositional velocity for cuttings transport in 

horizontal wells. Their model was based on balancing the energy needed to suspend 

the particle with the effective energy dissipated by the turbulent eddies in the flow. 

Their expression for horizontal flow is given by:

x -0.378

— =  1.85Cai536(l -  Cs)'
,0.3564 0.09 0.30

Re 2.59
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Where N is the modified Reynolds number defined by

n Rc =
D P r

n  k
8 d i

{  \  
(  P s - P f

p f
2.60

For foam drilling, the effective viscosity is given by

ju = K
(  3n +1 

4 n

V 8 u f
2.61

The Oroskar and Turian correlation had been modified by Campos (1997) for 

application in inclined wells by incorporating the inclination effect. This modification 

is shown in the expression modified by Campos given by equations (2.61b to 2.61c).

D

8dP
f  P s - P f A 

p f

■ = 1.85C01536( l - C j °0.3564

Sind

f  ^-0.378
\rO .Q 9 t r  0.30

Re X  2.61b

^ Re = ^ L ^ g d ‘

f  \
P s - P f

P f  )
Si nd 2.61c

Another factor which is sometimes used as critical condition is the critical cuttings 

concentration. The idea here is that above the certain cuttings concentration, cuttings 

would deposit and cuttings bed would be formed and vice-versa. Many authors have 

used different techniques in an attempt to determine this concentration. Doron et al. 

(1987) used the well-known diffusion equation to represent solids dispersion in fully
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suspended flow. Solving this equation, the average concentration of cuttings in the 

fully suspended flow is obtained which is taken as the critical cuttings concentration.

2.5 Experimental Studies of Cutting Transport in Inclined wells

Okrajni and Azar (1986) experimentally investigated the effect of mud rheology 

using water and bentonite/polymer mud on cuttings transport in directional wells. 

From their studies they observe three separate regions of hole inclination regarding 

cuttings transport; 0°-45°, 45°-55° and 55°-90° with effect of laminar flow 

dominating at low angle wells (0°-45°) and turbulent flow effect at higher angle well 

(55°-90°) while between 45°-55°, both turbulent and laminar flow have similar effect. 

They observe worst cuttings transport between 40°-45° inclinations when flow rate is 

relatively low. Considering the effect of drilling fluid rheology, investigation showed 

that drilling fluid yield point affects the cuttings transport process for laminar flow 

especially when the inclination angle is between 0°-45° but diminishes or becomes 

negligible between 55°-90° inclinations. They showed that YP/PV ratio affects the 

cuttings transport process for the whole range of inclination angles. Further 

investigation reveals that drilling fluid rheology (yield value and YP/PV ratio) have 

no effect on turbulent flow and that annulus eccentricity has little effect for low angle 

wells and effect becomes moderate for high angle wells (55°-900) under turbulent 

flow and significant when the flow becomes laminar.

Ford et al. (1990) presented an experimental investigation of drill cuttings transport in 

inclined wells using a 21’ long borehole simulator to determine the effects of various 

drilling parameters on the circulation rate required to prevent cutting bed formation. 

They found out that two different mechanisms are responsible for cuttings transport in 

inclined wells; the sliding/ rolling mechanism in which the cuttings moves along the 

low side wall of the annulus and the cuttings are transported in suspension. They 

concluded that the minimum transport velocity corresponding to the two transport 

mechanisms were affected by different variables such as hole-angle, fluid viscosity, 

inner pipe rotation and cutting size. They also found out that there are about seven 

possible slurry flow patterns namely; homogeneous suspension, heterogeneous
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suspension, suspension/saltation or saltation/suspension, sand cluster, separated 

moving bed, continuous moving bed, and the stationary bed.

2.6 Empirical and Mechanistic Model of Cuttings Transport in Inclined wells

Doron et al. (1987) developed a two layer model with a heterogeneous suspension as 

the upper layer and a lower bed layer made of cuttings which are assumed to be 

uniformly compacted. This lower layer may either be moving or stationary. 

Neglecting slip between phases in each layer, two continuity equations for developed 

steady state flow were formulated for both the solid and the liquid phase. The model 

also consists of force balance equations for the upper dispersed layer and the lower 

moving bed layer. The force acting at the bottom of the well has two components: the 

dry friction force and the hydrodynamic resistance force due to the motion of the bed. 

The above four equations together with the turbulent diffusion equation which is used 

to obtain the mean cutting concentration in the second layer and operational 

conditions and physical properties of the two phases were solved to obtain the mean 

velocity in the upper layer, the mean velocity of the bed, the mean concentration in 

the second layer, the cutting bed height, and finally pressure drop.

Gavignet and Sobey (1989) developed a two layer mechanistic model for cutting 

transport in deviated wells. The model consisted of an upper layer of clear fluid and a 

lower layer of closely packed bed with cutting concentration of about 0.52. 

Mathematically, the model is made up of simple steady state momentum equations 

for both the upper and lower layers. They also presented an approach to determine 

hydraulic perimeter, area of each layer, frictional factor for the pure liquid and solids.. 

Gavignet and Sobey proposed that the sliding friction coefficient is usually less than 

half of the static friction coefficient. They used a sliding friction factor of 0.2 for the 

determination of the moving bed velocity and bed height based on Iyoho model. 

Iyoho suggested that with no flow, a cuttings bed would slide down the wellbore at 

an angle of about 60° which gives a static friction coefficient of about 0.6 (the tangent 

of 60°).
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Luo et al. (1992) developed an empirical model based on the forces acting on the 

cuttings to predict the critical-flow rate required to prevent the formation of cutting 

bed in deviated wells. Using the Buckingham PI theorem, four dimensionless groups 

were developed from seven dimensionless variables. The model developed was 

validated with experimental results obtained from an 8” wellbore simulator located at 

BP Research center Sunbury, and with field data from 8-1/2”, 12-1/4” and 17-1/2” 

holes. Based on this model, a computer program and simple to use charts for planning 

and drilling of deviated wells were also developed. A correlation for critical flow rate 

determination based on two dimensionless groups which are believed to have 

significant effect on cutting transport process was formulated. This correlation is 

expressed as

vc ------------= af  \
P s - P f

d sv ; Pf
b

2.62

Sine  ̂ Ma
Pi J

The empirical coefficient a’ and b’ were obtained from regression analysis.

Martins and Santana (1992) developed a two layered mechanistic model with an 

upper liquid layer containing suspended solid and a lower layer of cutting bed which 

can either be moving or stationary. The model consists of two continuity equations 

for the solid and liquid phase and two momentum equations for the upper and lower 

layer.

Clark and Bickham (1994) presented a mechanistic model based on the analysis of 

the forces acting on a single cutting in the annulus for both the rolling and the lifting 

case in combination with other auxiliary equations to obtain the critical fluid velocity 

(as a function of operational parameters, wellbore configuration and cutting 

characteristics) needed to initiate flow of cuttings during either the rolling or lifting 

transport mechanism. They concluded that three mechanisms are responsible for 

cutting displacement; rolling, lifting and the settling. The mechanism that dominates 

at any time depends on the angle of inclination.
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Ford et al. (1996) also developed semi-empirical, mathematical models and a 

computer program based on experimental data obtained by Ford et al. (1990) and 

Peden et al. (1990), that can be used to determine the minimum transport velocity for 

efficient hole cleaning. For the computer program, the rheological properties of the 

fluid were represented by the general Herschel-Bulkley model. They also investigated 

the removal of cutting beds when formed. The program was used to investigate the 

effect of hole-angle, transport mechanism and drill pipe diameter on the minimum 

transport velocity. It was also used to define an appropriate rheological model for 

fluid and to investigate the velocity profile in the annulus.

Larsen et al. (1997) developed an empirical model based on the combination of their 

experimental data (1990) generated in a 35’long and 5” diameter flow loop with basic 

theoretical principles to predict the critical fluid transport velocity needed in highly 

inclined wellbore and horizontal wells to prevent the formation of cutting bed and 

also to predict the annular cuttings concentration when the fluid velocity is below the 

critical transport velocity. They established empirical correlations, which express the 

cuttings concentration as a function of penetration rate and the equivalent slip 

velocity as a function of the fluid apparent viscosity. By incorporating the correction 

factors for the angle of inclination, cutting size and the drilling fluid weight into the 

equivalent slip velocity, a generalized equivalent slip velocity was obtained which 

was added to the cutting velocity to obtain the critical transport fluid velocity.

Kamp and Rivero (1999) developed a two layered model for cutting transport in 

highly inclined wells. The model consisted of mass balance equations for solid, liquid 

and the cutting bed and momentum equations for the heterogeneous layer and the bed. 

In this model, the cuttings bed height was governed by the mass flux of cuttings per 

unit interface that are deposited and that which is re-suspended. The former was 

found to be proportional to the mean cuttings concentration and the velocity of the 

suspension whereas the latter is a function of the interfacial shear stress. The model 

did not give the expected decrease in bed height with increase in the flow rate, results 

were not very sensitive to viscosity in contrast to experimental and field evidence. 

When comparing the experimental results with prediction of correlation, it was
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observed that although it gives similar trend, the model over predicted cuttings 

transport at a given liquid rate.

Ozbayoglu et al. (2003) developed a mechanistic one dimensional three layer model 

using the principle of mass and momentum conservation for a steady, isothermal flow 

condition. The three layer model consists of a clear fluid upper layer, a fluid and solid 

suspension as second layer and a stationary bed which is uniformly compacted as the 

third layer. In their model they also developed an empirical correlation for the 

determination of coefficient of static friction from experimental data. This model was 

developed for foam drilling but can be applied to other underbalanced drilling 

operations. With the mass and momentum balance equations, together with other 

auxiliary equations they determined the cuttings bed thickness, the velocity of each 

layer, the in-situ cuttings concentration of the suspension and the total pressure drop.

Kelessidis et al. (2003) developed both a two and a three layer model for cutting 

transport in inclined wells. The three layer model is an extension of the two layer 

model by the addition of a stationary bed layer as the third layer. For the two layer 

model, they consider an upper layer of fluid containing a suspended solids and a 

lower layer of solids which is moving. They developed two mass balance, two 

momentum equations and a turbulent diffusion equation i.e. five equations with five 

unknown which they solved considering other five auxiliary equations.

Doan et al. (2003) developed a two layered transient model with an upper layer of 

fluid with suspended solid and a lower layer of moving bed. Three time dependent 

mass equations and three time dependent momentum equations were developed for 

the fluid component and the solid component in suspension and the moving bed. The 

velocity of deposition and velocity of entrainment were used to represent the mass 

transfer rate between the suspension and the moving bed. The velocity of deposition 

was assumed to proportional to the hindered terminal settling velocity while the 

velocity of entrainment was a function of the interfacial velocity.
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2.7 Physical Properties of Foam.

2.7.1 Foam.

Foam is an agglomeration of gas bubbles separated from each other by thin liquid 

films Bickerman (1973). Foam can be unstable, transient or stable depending upon 

the presence and nature of the components in the liquid. The gas is usually stabilized 

by surfactant

2.7.2 Classification of Foam

Foam can be classified using different criteria. Based on gas content, foam can be 

considered to be either wet or dry. Foam is considered “wet” when the gas bubbles 

are spherical and with large amount of liquid between the bubbles. For dry foam, the 

bubbles are polyhedral in shape with very small amount of liquid between the bubbles. 

Wet foams generally have low quality while dry foams have high quality.

Considering texture, foam can be classified into fine and coarse foam. Fine foams are 

those with small bubbles and coarse foams are those with large bubbles. Based on 

stability criterion, foam can be classified into two extreme types: Metastable 

(permanent foam) and unstable foam (transient foam). Foams generally are 

thermodynamically unstable because of their high interfacial energy. The fact that the 

liquid phase is denser than the gaseous phase makes the separation or drainage of the 

liquid phase from the foam itself spontaneous. This separation of phases or the 

drainage of one phase from the other phase causes instability and change in the 

physical properties of foam. The stability of foam however can be improved by 

certain physical processes such as circulation and agitation or by the addition of 

certain chemicals such as surfactant. These processes improve the stability of foam by 

reducing the interfacial energy and hence ensuring an excellent dispersion of the 

gaseous phase in the liquid phase.

The foam quality which is a measure of the amount of gas dispersed in the liquid 

phase defined as the ratio of the volume of gas to the volume of the foam is another 

criteria which can be used for the classification of foam. The foam quality ( r)  has 

value ranging from 0 to 1 depending on the amount of gas in the foam. The 

expression for the foam quality is given by:
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Based on the criterion of foam quality, foam can be classified into: Dispersion when 

foam quality is less than 52%, wet foam when it is between 52% and 74%, and dry 

foam when it is between 74% and 96%.

The presence of gas component in foam makes it quality to change with temperature 

and pressure. The real gas law can be used to determine the gas volume ratio at 

different temperature and pressure. With the volume of gas in the foam at condition 1 

known, the volume of gas in the foam at another condition of temperature and 

pressure can be obtained by using;

'M L 'l  
z xp 2t ,

2.64

The volume of foam at another condition of temperature and pressure can be obtained 

by using;

v2 =v, ^ 2 ^ 2
w ,

The gas density at the new condition can be obtained by using:

2.65

(
P g 2 ~  Pg\

z 2p xt 7

\
2.66

The foam quality at the new condition can be calculated by combining equation (2.63) 

and (2.64) to obtain:

r 2 =
f
1 +

v v

l - r ,  Y w ,

r i A W s
2.67

The Z- factor (gas deviation factor) in the equations above is obtained using a 

Yarborough and Hall approach (1974).
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2.7.3 Foam Density.

The change in the volume of the gas phase of foam with change in temperature and 

pressure will cause the density of the foam to change. For foam flow, it is assumed 

that the liquid volume does not change with temperature and pressure i.e. the volume 

of the liquid phase is constant. For a particular pressure and temperature condition, 

foam is treated as a homogenous fluid and the density can be calculated by using:

p , = T P ' + ( \ - f ) p L 2.68

To obtain the density of foam at different temperature and pressure, equations (2.65), 

(2.67) and (2.68) are combined:

p  f XZ xP^Tx
p  n  = ------------— t------------------------------------------ 2.69

‘ z . ^ f i - r J + Z j P ^ r ,

2.7.4 Foam Rheology.

Several models have been suggested to describe the rheology of foam. These models 

suggest that foam can be classified into one of the following class of fluid: Power law 

fluid, Bingham plastic fluid or yield power law fluid.

Wise (1951), Raza and Marsden (1967), David and Marsden (1969), Wendorff and 

Ainley (1981), Sanghani and Ikoku (1983), Harris (1995), and Enzendorfer (1995) 

investigated foam rheology and found that foam behaves as a pseudo plastic fluid 

(power law fluid) and its rheology could be expressed by equation (2.70).

T = K(r)n 2.70

Mitchell (1969), Krug and Mitchell (1972), Beyer et al. (1972), Blauer et al. (1974), 

Calvert and Nezhati (1987) and Khan et al. (1988) investigated foam rheology and 

found that foam behaves as a Bingham plastic fluid and its rheology could be 

expressed by equation (2.71).

T = T + j U Y  2.71
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Wenzel et al. (1970), Cawiezel and Niles (1987), Reidenbach et al. (1986) Burley and 

Shakarin (1992), Bonilla et al. (2000), Sani et al. (2001) and Lourenco (2002) also 

investigated foam rheology and found that foam behaves as a yield pseudo plastic 

fluid also called the Herschel Buckley fluid and its rheology can be expressed by 

equation (2.72).

T = Ty +HpYn 2.72

Valko and Economides (1992), Winkler et al (1994), Argillier et al (1998), Winkler et 

al. (1998) and Gradiner et al (1998) applied the volume equalized principles to 

describe the rheology of foam. The principles states that all volume equalized shear- 

stress and volume equalized shear-rate points obtained at different qualities and 

different geometries collapse into one curve in isothermal conditions.

Li (2004) based on Sanghani and Ikoku (1983) experimental results developed 

correlations for the determination of n and K through regression analysis. He found 

that two different correlations exist for two different ranges of foam quality. When 

the foam quality is less or equal to 0.915, exponential relationship exists between n 

and k and foam quality but above a quality of 0.915, a linear relationship exist. The 

equations developed by Li (2004) are given by equations (2.73) to (2.76).

For T <  0.915

K  = 0.0074.e3 5163 r 2.73

n = 1.2085.e-1'9897 r 2.74

For 0.98 > T > 0.915

K  = -2.1474T + 2.1569 2.75

n = 2 .5742T -2.1649 2.76

These correlations developed by Li (2004) will be used for the proposed model in this 

study.
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David and Marsden (1969) carried out both theoretical and experimental studies on 

foam rheology considering both fluid slippage at the wall and semi-compressibility of 

foam and came up with the conclusion that foam exhibit a pseudo-plastic fluid 

behavior. They also observed that when slippage and compressibility is considered in 

the determination of apparent viscosity that it is independent of foam quality and that 

the apparent viscosity corrected for slippage still increases with tube diameter. They 

related the rheology of foam not only to the quality but also to the texture and 

stability of foam.

Wenzel et al. (1970) based on their experiment conducted by using a cone and plate 

viscometer and a concentric capillary viscometer concluded that foam is a yield 

power law fluid.

Blauer et al (1971) in their work, methods for prediction of frictional pressure losses 

in laminar, transitional and turbulent flow regime for foam flow in pipe flow was 

described. The Reynolds number and fanning friction factors used for the calculation 

of the pressure losses were calculated using effective foam viscosity, actual foam 

density, average velocity and true pipe diameter. They also found out that the 

Reynolds number and fanning friction factor for foam was similar to that of single 

phase fluid. Using experimental data, they expressed foam viscosity and yield as a 

function of foam quality. They also expressed the foam density as a function of foam 

quality neglecting the contribution of the gas phase and concluded that foam behaves 

like a Bingham plastic fluid.

Beyer et al. (1972) based on their experimental data developed explicit function for 

the determination of frictional pressure drop in vertical pipes and annuli. They 

observed slippage at the pipe wall and concluded that liquid volume fraction is the 

principal independent variable that affects foam flow behavior and that the total foam 

velocity is made of a slip component and a fluidity component.

Bonilla et al. (2000) conducted experiments using both aqueous and gelled foams and 

from their result concluded that the flow behavior of foam can be represented by yield 

power law model. For foam flow they also concluded that there is no slip at the wall.
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Lourenco et al (2000) based on their experiments on foam stability developed 

correlations for the determination of flow behavior index and consistency index in 

terms of foam quality.

Martins et al (2001) obtained values for regression coefficients ax, a2 , bx and b2 

which were given as 0.8242, 0.5164, 0.0813 and -1.5909.

Sanghani and Ikoku (1983) based on experiments conducted in a concentric annular 

viscometer to determine the rheology of foam concluded that the foam behaves like a 

power law fluid. They expressed the flow behavior index, n, and the fluid consistency, 

K, as function of foam quality and observed that effective viscosity increases with 

increasing shear rate. They concluded that for best drilling result, drilling operation 

should be carried out in laminar flow region with the foam quality at the bottomhole 

not less than 55%. They also recommended that the foam quality at any point in the 

wellbore should not exceed 96% otherwise foam would be unstable and break to form 

mist.

Ozbayoglu et al (2002) investigated foam rheology and observed that foam can be 

treated as either power law fluid or Bingham plastic fluid depending on the foam 

quality. When the foam quality is between 70-80% foam is treated as a power law 

fluid, but as a Bingham plastic fluid when the foam quality is above 90%. They 

suggested that texture and bubble size should be included in a rheological model for 

foam in order to develop a general model.

2.7.5 Foam Viscosity

Mitchell (1969) based on his work on foam rheology concluded that foam behaves 

like a Bingham plastic fluid with no slippage observed at the wall. He also found out

2.77

2.78
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that foam viscosity depends on both foam quality and shear rate and developed 

empirical correlations to determine foam viscosity for two ranges of foam quality:

When foam qualities is between 0 to 54%

=//L(i.o + 3.6r) 2.79

When foam qualities is between 54% to 97%

///  (l.O—r 0 49)
2.80

Mitchell (1971) based on Einstein’s and Hatschek’s theories and his experimental 

results divided foam rheology into four regions using foam quality. Foam with quality 

between 0 to 54% falls into the first region called the dispersed bubble region. In this 

region foam is Newtonian. Foam with quality between 54 to 74% falls into the second 

region called the zone of bubble interference. The third region is for foam quality 

between 74 to 97%, in this region the foam undergoes full bubble deformation. The 

fourth region is for foam with quality above 97%, this region is characterized by slug 

and mist flow.

Others who developed correlations for the determination of foam viscosity are 

Einstein (1906) and Hatschek (1910). Einstein (1906) developed viscosity correlation 

for uniformly dispersed region with foam quality less than 52% based on energy 

balance given as:

Hatschek (1910) also developed correlations for the determination of foam viscosity 

for two ranges of foam quality. The first correlation was for foam quality between 0 

and 74%. This correlation was based on Stoke’s law for a slowly falling ball.

juf  = / /L(l.0 + 2.5T) 2.81

= / /L(l.0 + 4.5T) 2.82
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When foam quality is between 74% and 96%, the correlation developed was based on 

conservation of energy during interference, deformation, and passage of packed 

bubbles within a flow boundary.

Mf = ,  ^  2-83
i .o - r3

v

Equations (2.80) and (2.83) can be applied only at very high shear rate where the 

foam viscosity becomes almost independent of shear rate.

2.7.6 Foam Stability

Foam being a two-phase system has a considerable amount of interfacial energy 

which accounts for the significant amount of surface free energy. Instability of foam 

may result from the separation of phases in foam or due to the merging of smaller 

bubbles to form large bubbles. The fact that the liquid phase is denser than the 

gaseous phase makes the separation or drainage of the liquid phase from the foam 

itself spontaneous. This separation of phases or the drainage of one phase from the 

other phase causes instability and change in the physical properties of foam. The 

decomposition of foam decreases the surface free energy. Ross (1969) observe that 

there are two spontaneous processes that control the decomposition of foam, the 

diffusion of gas through the liquid film resulting to the formation of larger bubbles 

and the rupturing of liquid film. Friberg and Satio from their experimental result on 

foam stability using different surfactant association structures and their combination 

observed that liquid crystal affects stability. Buscall et al from their work observed 

that stable foam are formed by the addition of sodium chloride and potassium 

thiocyanate. This stability was attributed to charge-stabilized foam film formed from 

the surfactants with the film made of anions drawn from the solution.

2.8 Cuttings Transport with Foam

Using the modified Buckingham-Reiner equation and rheological model of Mitchell 

(1969) to analyses foam flow in pipe and annulus, Krug and Mitchell (1972)
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developed charts for the determination of minimum volume of liquid and gas, and the 

injection-pressure required for foam drilling operation.

Okpobiri and Ikoku (1986) using an iterative approach developed a procedure for the 

determination of the minimum foam velocity and required wellhead injection pressure 

for effective cuttings transport. Semi-empirical correlations for the determination of 

frictional losses due to solid in the foam-cuttings mixture and a model for the 

determination of pressure drop across the bit due to foam flow which takes into 

consideration the compressibility of the foam were developed. In their study, foam- 

cuttings flow was assumed homogeneous and suggested that for effective cutting 

transport, the fluid velocity at the bottom should be at least 10% higher than the 

terminal velocity at the same depth.

Guo et al. (1995) developed an analytic model that can be used to calculate 

bottomhole pressure when drilling with foam in deviated wells. Their model was 

similar to that of Okpobiri and Ikoku’s (1986) model except for the fact that solid 

friction factor of the cuttings was not taken into account. For this reason, the 

bottomhole pressure obtained by their approach was lower than that predicted by the 

Okpobiri and Ikoku’s (1986) approach.

Assuming the compressibility of gaseous phase as one, Buslov et al. (1996) used an 

iterative computational procedure to calculate pressure losses associated with foam 

flow. In their study, Mitchell’s (1969) viscosity model was used to determine the 

viscosity of foam.

Owayed (1997) developed a model similar to that of Okpobiri and Ikoku (1969), but 

unlike the latter he accounted for reservoir influx (water) in his model.

Capo (2003) conducted experiments on cuttings transport with foam for intermediate 

inclined angled wells using the LPAT-TUDRP flow loop at the University of Tulsa. 

He focused his studies on the effect of inclination angle, foam viscosity, foam 

velocity and rate of penetration on the cuttings transport process. He also went further 

to develop a simulator that computes pressure, flow velocity and foam quality along
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the wellbore under typical wellbore flow conditions. The result from experiment 

indicated that lower foam quality had lower cuttings accumulation and that the worst 

cuttings transport for inclined wells occur at around 55-65 degree inclination.

Ozbayoglu et al. (2003) developed a mechanistic one dimensional steady state three 

layer model for cuttings transport with foam for horizontal and highly inclined wells. 

An empirical correlation for the determination of static friction coefficient was 

established from experimental data. Their model was developed for foam drilling but 

can be applied to other underbalanced drilling operations. They assumed slippage 

exist between the solid cuttings and the foam in the suspension.

Li ( 2004) developed a one-dimension transient model which was solved numerically 

using a method presented by Crowe (1998) a modified form of the numerical method 

developed by Patankar (1980) to solve two phase flow. He assumed an initial fully 

suspended flow but cuttings would be deposited when the concentration of cuttings in 

the annulus goes above a critical value. He used an iterative computation procedure to 

calculate the pressure losses across the drill pipe and the annulus and developed a 

model for the calculation of pressure drop across the bit. With this model he was to 

predict the combination of gas-liquid injection rates and backpressure that would give 

good cleaning and maximum rate of penetration while keeping the bottomhole 

pressure minimum.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANISTIC MODEL OF CUTTINGS 

TRANSPORT WITH FOAM IN INCLINED WELLS

A one-dimensional, transient mathematical model is developed to study cuttings 

transport with foam in inclined wells. A detailed description of the model 

development is presented in this chapter.

3.1 Model Development

In this study a two layer model is developed to investigate cuttings transport with 

foam in inclined well. A schematic view of two-layer model for foam-solid flow in 

inclined well is shown in Fig 3.1. The upper layer is made of foam with suspended 

cuttings having a low solid concentration and the lower layer a bed of solid cuttings 

which is either stationary or moving. The cuttings bed layer is considered to be 

uniformly compacted with cuttings concentration of 0.52. The pores are considered to 

be completely filled with foam. The two layer model in studying cuttings transport in 

inclined wells has been adopted by different researchers. Ford et al. (1990), Luo et al. 

(1992), Clark and Bickham (1994) and Kamp and Rivero (1999) carried out their 

studies considering a two layer model in which the lower layer is a stationary bed. 

Gavignet and Sobey (1989), Martin and Santana (1992), Kelessidis et al. (2003), and 

Doan et al. (2003) carried out their studies of cuttings transport in inclined well using 

a two layered model in which the lower layer is a moving bed.

The following assumptions are made for the development of the foam drilling model 

in inclined wells:

(1) Foam is considered as a homogeneous non-Newtonian fluid whose rheology can 

be represented by power law model.

(2) The cuttings are assumed to be spherical with uniform sizes, shape and velocity at 

any cross-sectional area of the well.

(3) Inflowing reservoir fluids commingle with the drilling foam completely.

(4) Inflowing reservoir fluids accelerate to the mean stream velocity instantaneously
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(5) There is slippage between the foam and the solid cuttings

Fig 3.1 Schematic view of two-Layer model for cuttings transport with foam in inclined
wells

3.1.1 Geometry of Cutting Transport Model

The two layer model is composed of an upper heterogeneous layer which is made of 

cuttings (the disperse phase) suspended in foam (the continuous phase). Below this 

layer is the cuttings bed layer which is made of particles that are cubically packed 

with a particle concentration of 0.52. The upper layer has a cross sectional area 

denoted by A2 and two wetted perimeters; the first one is along with the drill pipe (arc 

GHF) and the second one is along with the wellbore (arc CFD). The sum of these two 

wetted perimeters gives the total wetted perimeter for the upper layer (Ss.w or Sf.w). 

Similarly, the lower cuttings bed layer has a cross sectional area of Ai and two wetted 

perimeters; the first one is along with the drill pipe (arc GIF ) and the second one is 

along with the wellbore (arc CED), which sums up to give the total wetted perimeter 

for the lower layer represented as SB-W- The wetted perimeter between the upper and 

the lower layers is represented by S; (length CG plus length FD). See figure 3.2 for 

details.
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In the derivation of the wetted perimeters and cross sectional areas, three different 

pipe positions in relation to the cuttings bed are considered. The inner radius of the 

pipe is taken as r; while the outer radius of the pipe is taken as r0.

The hydraulic diameter is given by:

Where A is the total area of the annulus open to flow and S is the total wetted 

perimeter.

Determination of Si, Ss-W, Sb-w- The values of the wetted perimeters will depend on 

the eccentricity of the pipe. The eccentricity is simply a measure of the distance 

between the center of the pipe and the centre of the hole. Eccentricity e is defined as

L is the distance from the center of the pipe to the center of the hole. Eccentricity is 

positive when the pipe is positioned toward the bottom of the hole, and negative 

positioned toward the top the hole. The distance between the bottoms of the pipe and 

the borehole wall shown as “y” in figure 3.2 is obtained using;

A = n(r02 - r ? ) 3.2

ri is the radius of the hole and r0 is the outer radius of the pipe.

S = 2n(r0 - r i) 3.3

Dh =2{r0 - r t) 3.4

L
3.5

3.6

For determination of geometry, three cases are usually considered.

1 .The pipe is above the cutting bed.
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2.The pipe is partially covered by the cutting bed.

3.The pipe is completely covered by the cutting bed.

A detailed analysis of each case and derived expressions for the different geometry 

are shown in appendix D.

F

A,

E
Fig 3.2 Two-Layer model for cuttings transport with foam in inclined wells

3.1.2 Forces Acting on Cuttings within the Control Volume

Certain forces act within the control volume which are responsible for the change in 

momentum within each layer and determine the direction in which each layer would 

move. Below is the description of these forces:

1. The pressure force is due to pressure differential at the entrance and exit of the 

control volume. The pressure forces considered in this model are those due to the 

suspended solids, fluid in the suspension and the one due to the cuttings bed if it is 

moving.

2. The drag force is due to the viscous and pressure drag of the fluid on the cuttings. 

The drag forces considered in this model include the one due to solids in the 

suspension and that due to the fluid itself.
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3. The gravity force is due to the weight of the cuttings within the suspension, that 

due to the fluid itself and that due to the cuttings bed.

4. Shear forces are due to contact of the suspension with the wall of the pipe, borehole, 

and also due to interfacial contact between the suspension and the cuttings bed.

5. The frictional force at the surface of separation between the cuttings bed and the 

wall of the wellbore which acts to resist the forward movement of the bed in the 

direction of movement of the upper layer.

6 . Another group of forces considered here are those associated with the deposition of 

solid cuttings and fluid from the upper layer into the cutting bed region and the re

suspension of solid cuttings and fluid from the moving bed layer into the suspension 

in the upper layer. The deposition and re-suspension processes are governed by 

certain factors which will be discussed.

******
r

Figure 3.3 Forces acting on layers within control volume

For fully suspended flow with no cuttings bed, however, some of the forces listed 

above are not considered. The forces not considered for fully suspended flow include;

• The forces associated with deposition and re-suspension
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• The frictional force between the bed and the wellbore.

• The interfacial frictional force between the cutting bed and the upper suspension 

layer since there is no wetted interfacial perimeter.

Pressure Force. The determination of the pressure force on a single particle is quite 

complex. Because of this, the pressure over the whole body of the system instead of 

single particle will be considered. The volume of the suspended solids in the control 

volume is,

The above volume can be assumed to be that of a cylinder with height A s and cross- 

sectional area CSA2. The pressure across the cylinder in the direction of flow can be 

expressed as follow;

Similarly for the foam in the suspension and for the cuttings bed, the pressure across 

the cylinder in the direction of flow is given by equations (3.9) and (3.10) 

respectively.

V, = CsA2As 3.7

3.8

Figure 3.4: Pressure force acting on the suspended solids

3.9
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F p,b = A , ( P i - P 2 )  = - A A P 3.10

Gravity Force. The gravity force acting on the all particles in the system is 

calculated by using;

F g s = - C sA 2 P s8 A s C o s 0  3.11

The gravity force acting on foam in suspension within the control volume is 

calculated by using;

F g  = - C  f A 2p f g A s C o s 0  3.12

The gravity force acting on the cuttings bed within the control volume is calculated 

by using;

FgB =  - A lp 1g A s C o s 0  3.13

Shear Forces. This set of forces play significant roles in the cuttings transport 

process in inclined wells. These forces result from interaction (collision and contact) 

between objects (solids in suspension, fluid in the suspension, and the moving bed) 

with the wall of the wellbore and also due to interaction between layers. The stresses 

that exist during cuttings transport in inclined wells are;

• The shear stress which result from collision and contact of the cuttings in the 

suspension with the wall of the pipe and borehole.

• The shear stress due to contact of the fluid in the suspension with the wall of the 

pipe and wellbore.

• The interfacial shear stress that result from interfacial contact between the 

suspension layer and the bed layer.

• Finally, the shear stress due to contact of the bed with the wall of the pipe and 

wellbore.
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However, it should be noted that depending on the layer under consideration, these 

shear stresses can either act as driving forces or resistant forces. From figure 3.3, it 

can be seen that all the stresses acting in upper layer are resistant forces whereas for 

the lower layer, all stresses except the interfacial shear stress act as resistant forces to 

the cuttings bed (the bed is assumed to be moving in the direction of the upper layer). 

In other words, since the velocity of the upper layer is higher than that of the lower 

layer, the interfacial shear stress accelerates the sliding bed and tends to slow down 

the upper layer. The net effect of the shear forces is a reduction in momentum since 

all the shear forces in the system act as resistant forces except the interfacial shear 

stress associated with the cuttings bed which acts in the direction of the drive force.

Doan et al (2003) assumed the hydrodynamic shear stresses in the upper suspension 

region and interfacial stresses to be a function of the fluid hydrodynamics only. For 

this study, the stresses would be expressed as a function of both the liquid and solid 

properties. The shear force which results from contact between the wall of the hole 

and the solid in the suspension is obtained by using equation (3.14).

The shear force which results from the contact of fluid in suspension with the wall of 

the hole and the pipe is determined by using equation (3.16)

For fully suspended flow,

3.14

For fully suspended flow,

3.15

-  2 mf f f  ^  u f 3.17
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The shear force between the moving bed and the wellbore is obtained by using:

V w )  — ^B-w^ B-w^S 3.18

For fully suspended flow, the above force (3.18) is zero.

Where

*s-w = \ c j sp su 2s 3.19

T/-w -  2  C f f f P f u f  3.20

and

3.21

p f , uf , p s, us andp x, w, are the density and velocity of the liquid, solid and the 

cuttings bed respectively.

Therefore,

l 1
F ( f - w )  =  f  f /  P  f u  f  ^  f - w ^ s  =  ~ ~ 2 ™  f  f /  /  3 -2 3

and
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The shear force due to contact between the suspended solids and the cuttings bed is 

obtained by using equation 3.25

F (s-B)  =  - T . - t S 'A s  3.25

The shear force due to contact between the fluid in suspension and the cuttings bed is

obtained by using equation 3.26

F {f_B) = —T f ^ S f A s  3.26

The shear force between the upper layer and the moving bed is obtained by using

equation 3.27.

F (B-o =  r B-lS, As 3.27

Where

F B-i  ~  Fs - i  F f - i  3.28

3.29

3.30

^ s- i = \ c j sp s{us - u x)2 

Therefore,

F ( s - B )  =  — C J s P s  i u s - )2S tAs  3.31

F(f-B) ~~ 2 u\) .S iAs  3.32

and
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F,(B-i ) = F:( s -B) + Ftt f - B ) 3.33

Friction Factors: The terms fs> ff, and fi in equations (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) are the 

solid, foam and cuttings bed frictional factor respectively. Different empirical 

correlations have been developed for the determination of the solid friction factor 

(Konno and Satio (1969), Cape and Nakamura (1973), Yang (1978), Tulay and 

Ozbelg'e (1984)). In this research, the correlation developed by Cape and Nakamura 

(1973) (Eqn. 3.34) which gave the highest solid frictional pressure drop was used.

The friction factor for the flow of power law fluid through pipes and the annulus 

depends on the flow regime. For turbulent flow of power law fluid through pipes and 

annulus, the Dodge and Metzner expression for fanning friction coefficient (Skelland, 

1967) is used.

Where Ref is the generalized Reynolds number for power law fluid modified for foam 

calculated using equation (3.36).

3.35

3.36

Martin et al. (1992) also suggested the use of equation (3.37)

f f  =0.0454 + 0.645 R e ^ 7 3.37
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For laminar flow of power law fluids in pipe, the fanning friction factor is obtained 

using;

f t
16

( R e , )
3.38

Frederickson and Bird (1958) have shown that the friction factor for the laminar flow 

of power law fluids in annuli could be written as follows:

f t =
16

N d P ’K)
3.39

A T
In which the modified Reynolds number -*V R<=' ’ '  is defined as:

( 2  R 2) u ' p ,
3.40

(l+/r)

Where

k = R  i/
r 2

3.41

-\(2»+iy

Q  =  i L  3.42
^  2n + \

Values of 'F was tabulated as a function of n and K in Table-Ill of Frederickson and 

Bird (1958). For convenience, values given by Frederickson and Bird were curve 

fitted and could be represented by the following two parametric equations:
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When 0.3 < /r<  1.0

¥  (s, *■) = (0.001 1s2- 0 .0217s  + 0.4972) K - 0.0009s2 + 0.0178s + 0.5023

3.43

When /r<0.3

'F ( s ^ )  = (-0.0715s2 + 1.0241s +0.4402) *  2+(0.036Is2 - 0.5412s + 0.2972) K -

0.0052s2 +0.085I s + 0. 5237

Where s = 1/n

Note that the values of the function *¥ (s, K ) can be calculated by using equations 

(3.43) and (3.44) within less than 3% error margin of Frederickson and Bird solution.

For the turbulent flow of power law fluid in the annulus, the Reynolds number used 

for the calculation of the friction factor is the same as that used for turbulent flow of 

power law fluid through pipes.

The friction factor for the moving cuttings bed is calculated by using equations 3.45

3.44

to 3.47

3.45

3.46

K'b = K  f (l + 2.5C „ +  10.05C^ + 0.00273e16'6Csl) 3.47
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Drag Force. The total drag force in the control volume is obtained by summing up 

the drag forces acting on individual particle in the suspension. The drag force over a 

particle is given by:

3.48

It is assumed that all the solid cuttings move at the same velocity, and the particles 

have uniform size and shape. The total drag force on all the particles is given by

N s = Volume occupied by all suspended solid particles in layer 2/Volume of a solid.

Frictional Force (Fi) between Bed and Wellbore. Frictional force results due to 

contact between the cuttings bed and the wall of the wellbore. For stationary bed, the 

static frictional force which acts on the bed, balances the driving forces acting on the 

bed. Increasing the driving force on the bed would increase the dry frictional force 

until it reaches a certain maximum value. At this point, increasing the driving force

k
3.49

Where,

4>s ~  2  P d A s {uf 3.50

TUP

The force on the foam fluid due to particle drag is:

N
3.51
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any further would cause the bed to slide. This maximum frictional force acting at the 

point of sliding is given by:

F ' = f lR  3.52

Where ft is the dry friction coefficient and R is the sum of normal forces exerted by 

the solid particles on the wall of the pipe. “R” for a moving bed consists of two 

components as shown in figure 3.5.

1. The first component (Ri) is that due to the submerged weight of the solid particle. 

Ri is calculated using equation (3.53)

R x =  p xA xg A s  3.53

2. The second component is that due to transmission of stress from the interface 

through the cuttings in the bed. This component represented by R2 is also known as 

the Bagnold stresses. Bagnold (1954,1957), showed that when fluid flows over a 

moving bed, a normal stress exists at the interface which is associated with the shear 

stress exerted by the fluid on the bed. This Bagnold stress can be calculated using 

equation (3.54).

R 2 = \ AS 3 5 4
tan (p

Combining equations (3.52), (3.53) and (3.54) gives;

F x = / / ( / ? ! A xgSin 6  + Ti Si  ) A s  3.55
tan 0
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R 1

Figure 3.5: Friction between moving bed and wellbore

Where </> is angle of internal friction with value of tan^ ranging from 0.35 to 0.75 

depending on the type of flow and the particle characteristics; // is the dry coefficient 

of friction of the cuttings bed. Iyoho (1980) indicated that the coefficient of static 

friction is about 0.6 since cuttings slide down the wellbore under no flow condition 

when the wellbore makes an angle of about 6 0 0 with the horizontal. A close 

approximation for the value of the coefficient of static friction is the tangent of the 

angle the wellbore makes with the horizontal at which the cuttings bed will just begin 

to slide under no flow condition. This is approximately equal to the tangent of the 

cutting angle of repose. Gavignet and Sobey (1989) showed that for a sliding bed, the 

sliding coefficient of friction is less than half the coefficient of static friction of the 

cutting studied by Iyoho. For their model they suggested a sliding friction factor of 

0.2. Ozbayoglu (2003) also presented empirical correlation based on his experimental 

results for the determination of this coefficient expressed as a function of Abed / Aw 

given by:

f
// = 0.617

A,
\  0.252

bed 3.56
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For stationary beds, equation (3.55) cannot be used to directly calculate the static dry 

friction force as this applies to a bed at the verge of motion. The static dry frictional 

force for a stationary bed is calculated from the momentum equation for the bed. The 

friction force calculated should be less than maximum dry friction obtained using 

equation (3.55) (Wilson, 1970). A stationary bed would be at the verge of moving if 

the calculated frictional force from the momentum equation (3.83) is equal to that 

obtained from equation (3.55).

3.1.3 Forces Due to Deposition and Entrainment of Cuttings.

As cuttings are being transported to the surface either in suspension or as a moving 

bed, there is usually transfer of materials from one layer to the other due to deposition 

and re-suspension. Mass and momentum associated with these transfers need to be 

incorporated into the continuity and momentum equations in order to represent a 

complete dynamics of the cuttings transport process. As cuttings and foam fluid are 

being deposited from the upper to the lower layer, so is there re-suspension of 

cuttings and foam fluid from the lower layer to the upper layer.

Re-suspension is the process by which in the presence of shear flow, an initially 

settled layer of negatively buoyant particles is dragged into the suspension upper 

layer and is convected away (Leighton and Acrivos, 1985). Gadala-Maria (1979) was 

the first to show re-suspension can occur at small values of Reynolds number for 

which inertia effects are insignificant and flow is laminar. From his study using coal 

suspension, he observed that the viscosity of the suspension decreased when sheared 

at a low shear rate and left overnight. But with increasing shear rate he observed an 

increase in the viscosity of the suspension. The reason for this decrease in the 

viscosity was attributed to deposition of the coal particles from the suspe nsion while 

the increase was attributed to the re-suspension of the already settled coal particles. 

Leighton and Acrivos (1986) also investigated the re-suspension process and explain 

it in terms of shear-induced diffusion process, in which the diffusivity resulted from 

inter-particle interaction within a suspension as it is sheared.

Forces are associated with deposition and re-suspension processes. The determination 

of these forces has been treated by several investigators in the literature. Doan et al.
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(2003) calculated the deposition velocity using the method proposed by Doron et al. 

(1987). They have assumed that the depositional and entrainment rates determine the 

volumetric transfer rate across the interfacial boundary aligned in the direction 

perpendicular to bulk flow. The depositional rate was expressed as a function of 

hindered terminal velocity of a single particle. The force balance on a single particle 

was used to determine an expression needed for the determination of the hindered 

terminal velocity in inclined wells. They did not consider the inclination effect in the 

determination of the forces associated with these processes which, however, was 

included in the model described in this study.

Kamp et al. (1999) showed that the cuttings bed height was governed by the mass 

flux of cuttings per unit interface that are deposited and that re-suspended. The former 

was found to be proportional to the mean cuttings concentration and the cutting 

settling velocity whereas the latter is a function of the friction velocity (interfacial 

velocity), the cuttings bed concentration and the particle velocity.

In this study, the following expressions for the forces and masses associated with the 

deposition and re-suspension of fluids and cuttings from one layer to the other during 

cuttings transport in inclined wells are obtained. A detailed derivation of these is 

given in appendix C.

Mass associated with solid transfer for upper layer.

Mass change associated with the cuttings bed due to re-suspension from lower layer.

3.57

Mass associated with transfer of fluid for upper layer

V )
3.58
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Ment,B ~  V£S iA s A tp i 3.59

Mass change associated with the cuttings bed due to deposition from upper layer.

MDep,B ~ C sv DS ;AsAt
(  C ^°  f i

P* +  r P fv '-'si y
3.60

Force change associated with the solid component in the upper zone due to deposition 

and re-suspension:

Fent,S ~  F D e p , s  =  P s ^ S i i C ^ D ^  ~  C SVDU S2) C O S 0 3.61

Force change associated with the fluid component in the upper zone due to deposition 

and re-suspension:

Fent.f FDepJ ~ PfCfAS$i vEux
C

•VDUs2
s \

Cos 6 3.62

Force change associated with the cuttings bed due deposition and re-suspension:

P D e p ,B  P e r il,B A sStC,vD ■ v ^ A s S ip , Cos 9

3.63

3.1.3.1 Deposition and Entrainment Velocity.

Doron et al. (1987) suggested the use of the following equations for the determination 

of depositional rate. The equation takes into consideration the concentration effects 

on the hindered terminal velocity.

V D = v , ( i - c , y 3.64

v is the terminal settling velocity obtained by using:
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4 dpg
[ P s ~ P f ]

3 CD I Pf J 3.65

m=4.45Re -0.1
REP<500 3.66

m=2.39 REP >500 3.67

REP is the Reynolds number based on, vD, the hindered terminal deposition velocity. 

P  /  v p d  pRe,, =
M

Where juf  is the apparent viscosity of foam.

Doron et al (1987) expressed the entrainment rate as a function of the interfacial shear 

velocity. They calculated the interfacial shear velocity using equation (3.68).

u 12
12 _

\ P f  V
k f i P f f a i  ~ u iY

P f
3.68

Doan et al (2003) assumed a linear relationship between the entrainment velocity and 

the difference between the interfacial velocity (un ) and a critical threshold velocity 

(w,*2 ), given by equation (3.69). The slope m" they obtained from simulation study.

v E =  m" (w12 -  u*n  )

V E.  =  0

U12 > Mj2

M ]2  S  M J2

3.69

3.70

When the interfacial shear velocity is below a certain critical level as shown by 

equation (3.70) there would be no re-entrainment of deposited cuttings into the 

flowing suspension layer. In their model there was no expression for the 

determination of critical threshold velocity.
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Kamp et al (1999) suggested using equation 3.72 for calculation of the critical 

threshold velocity.

Re,=
P f  " )  P f

3.71

3.72

When Z=Zg which has a value of 5, interfacial velocity becomes is the critical 

threshold velocity.

In this study, the entrainment velocity is determined by using the mass continuity 

equation for the cuttings bed (Eqn. 3.75).

3.1.4 Conservation of Mass and Momentum Equations.

With the mass and force balances for foam and solids in the upper layer and that of 

the cuttings bed layer in a control volume, the continuity and momentum equations 

for the solids in the suspension, foam in the suspension and the cuttings bed are 

derived. Altogether six equations are obtained.

Detailed derivations are given in appendix A and B. Equations (3.73), (3.74), and 

(3.75) are the continuity equations for the solids in the suspension, foam in the 

suspension and the cuttings bed respectively.

3.73

d {p /C f) ̂  ^
3.74
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dA | 9(a mi ) 
3? A

r C ^/i
P s + ~ ^ P f

'•'b

^  A A
Csvd . P \v e A 3.15

A A

Vd and ve are the deposition and entrainment velocities respectively of materials 

deposited and re-suspended from one layer to the other.

It should be noted, however, that for fully suspended flow there is no cutting bed, 

hence there would be no momentum equation for it.

The foam flow rate in the upper layer is affected by fluid influx from the reservoir 

due to the underbalanced drilling condition. The mass influx rate of water, oil and 

gas from the reservoir per unit volume of the wellbore are given by equations 3.76 to 

3.78

s0 = P"P!.'^ Pn:— PI  3.77
A

p  p i  (P - P )
s, =• * s rg - 3.78

A

Where PI is the specific productivity index, which is the volumetric inflow rate of 

fluid from the reservoir into the wellbore per unit pressure drop between the reservoir 

and the wellbore per unit length. The total mass influx from the formation into the 

wellbore is given by equation (3.79).

sf = s w+s0 +s g 3.79

s  _  P o ^ r e ,o + P ^ r e , W + P g ^re.g 3  g ( )

A 2As
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The momentum equations for the suspended solid, the foam in the suspension and the 

cuttings bed for the inclined wells are given by equations (3.81), (3.82) and (3.83) 

respectively. Detailed derivations of these equations are given in appendix B.

d(c ,P,u?) ,
ds dt

~ Cs y - -  C,p,gCosQ ~ C , f , p , u l  y -  - \ c j sp s (m, -  w, f  A  +
as 2 An 2 A,

3 C ( \o i) • S •— PfCD\Uf ~us) + ulvECbp s CosQ-usvDCsp s CosQ.
4 d

3.81

d(cf p f uj )  d(Cf p f uf )
ds dt

. , PfCpiuf  Mj) + uxv ECfXPj  CosQ UjVD CsPf CosQ
Ct

4 d

^{p\u\ ) | d(pxu | ) _
ds dt

PxgCos6 + ]-cf f f p f (uf  - u i )2^ -  + ̂ -csf sp s(us - u x)2^ - -
ds

1  f 'P 'U' SX  +

A, 2 

C 4

A
s  c  s  s

Us ^ D ^ s P s  ~ ~ ^ Uf V D C sP f  ~  U\V e P \  ~
A A A

CosQ-- ^
A, As

3.83
Fi is the frictional force that exist between the cutting bed and wellbore.

Equations (3.81) and (3.82) can be added together to eliminate the drag force between 

solid cuttings and the foam in the upper layer.

*^PsPsUs CfPfUf )  ̂ d[CsPsUs +  CfPfUf ) ^  

els dt

- f - f c A  +CfPf)gCo& ~ CfffPfU) ^ - \ CsfSPsUl ^ - \ CfffPf(Uf ~Ul)2
A 2

~ CJsPs{Us -WlF + +CnPf ) -l  a2 A,

A 2

UsPs +  <̂ C Uf P f

A
A

A
A

VDCs— Co&
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3.84

Under steady state flow condition, neglecting the acceleration term and material 

exchange terms (between layers) in equation (3.84) would yield

As seen from above equation (3.85), the steady state pressure drop for the model in 

the upper layer consist of the two parts; the hydrostatic pressure drop due to 

suspension and the frictional pressure drop due to the suspension and that due to 

relative motion between the upper and the lower layer if a bed is formed.

3.1.5 Boundary Conditions

The gas and liquid injection rates must be specified. Drilling rate should also be 

specified so that the mass flow rate of the cuttings in the annulus can be calculated. 

Finally, back pressure is specified at the exit of the pipe.

3.1.6 Initial Conditions

Stable foam flow condition is assumed to be achieved before the drilling begins. The 

pressure and velocity distribution, and properties of foam are calculated and set as the 

initial condition of the flow model.

3.1.7 Method of Solution

In this research, the Crowe’s method (Crowe, 1998) for two phase steady state flow 

which is a modification of the numerical solution scheme called SIMPLE developed 

by Patankar for single phase flow was employed with some modification to facilitate 

the convergence of the numerical solution. This technique was also used by Li (2004) 

in the development of his model for cuttings transport with foam in horizontal wells.

3.1.8 Foam-Cutting Flow in Drilling Annulus

The numerical solutions of equations (3.73) to (3.75) and (3.81) to (3.83) which 

describe cuttings transport with foam in the annulus of an inclined well are needed in

^  = -{Csp s +Cf p f ) g C o s 6 - ^ c f f f p f
3.85

1 „ / \2 S: 1 „ / \2 S;
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order to determine the flowing bottom hole pressure and the cuttings concentration 

along the well. For foam-cuttings transport under steady state flow condition, the total 

pressure drop across the annulus can be calculated by using the equation (3.86)

f  1 _ , 2 S2 1 ^  .  2 S2
2 Cf f f Pf uf  2 s ^ 'sUs A j  +

1 2 S
^an = As'Z ( CvA +C f p f )gCo£+AsY , ~ C f f f p f (uf - u j

i i *

+\ c j sp s(us -« i)2y -
V ^ 2

\

3.86

/

The total pressure drop across the annulus as shown by the equation (3.86) can be 

obtained by dividing the annulus into sections and summing up the pressure drops in 

all sections. The circulating bottom-hole pressure is the sum of the total pressure drop 

across the annulus and the back pressure applied at the surface.

3.1.9 Foam Flow across the Bit Nozzle.

The determination of the pressure drop across the bit needs modification of the 

momentum equation for the suspended foam. Due to the fact that high pressure foam 

flows through the bit nozzles, the frictional, gravitational and mass transfer terms can 

be neglected in comparison to the acceleration term in equation (3.82).

The finite difference equation for foam flow through the bit nozzle is given by 

equation (3.89).

3.1.9 Foam Flow in Drill Pipes

The flow of foam in a drill pipe is considered a steady state flow of single-phase 

compressible fluid in a pipe. The equation describing foam flow in pipe can be

CBHP =  APan + Pb 3.87

3.88

3.89
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obtained by modifying equation (3.82). The modification made includes: the 

suspension is considered to be made of foam only, the concentration of foam is one, 

the flow is downwards, and finally, the area open to flow is the entire cross-sectional 

of the pipe. It should be noted that for pipe flow, the drag force and material transfer 

in equation (3.82) are not considered.

gCo s e - 2ffPfUlf 3.90
ds ds Dp

The finite difference formulation of equation (3.90) is given as follows

P dp, =  P dp,M -  &SgCosdp f M + 3.91

Dp is the diameter of the pipe open to flow.

An iterative calculation procedure is required to solve equation (3.91)
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CHAPTER 4

METHOD OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE FOAM -CUTTINGS

FLOW MODEL

The proposed model for the cuttings transport in inclined well is solved by a 

numerical method described in this chapter. This numerical model can also be applied 

to vertical and horizontal well with some changes in the momentum equations of 

foam and solid and that of the bed if formed.

4.1 Discretization of the Physical Model.

A staggered grid system shown in Fig 4.1 is used to discretize the flowing system and 

an algorithm of semi-implicit method is used to solve the discretized pressure-linked 

equations. With this system, pressure and velocities are calculated at different nodes 

with the pressure nodes at the center of the control volume, and the velocities on the 

faces of the control volume. This strategy as suggested by Patankar (1980) would 

prevent wavy velocity field and the inconsistency usually associated with the 

conventional grid system. It also ensures a uniform pressure field since the pressure 

difference between two adjacent grid nodes becomes the natural driving force for the 

velocity component between these grid points.

'i+1

i +1 i+1

Control V ilume
.....  *

i+1

Figure 4.1: Staggered grid system
i+2
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4.2 Discretization of Momentum Equations.

4.21 Discretization of the Momentum Equations of the Solid Component.

The momentum equation for the solid component in the upper layer is given by 

equation (4.1).

[ d(Csp su, )
ds dt

- C s ^ - C sp sgC o s 0 - ^ C sf sp su ^ - ^ C sf sp s(us - u l f ^ - +  4.1
ds A2 2

3C, 
4 d.

S i3
P f C  d  (M/ — u s ) S\P s ~A Cos 6 — u sv DCsp  s — Cosd.

S,

Discretizing equation (4.1) gives;

AiC sp sus

dt ds

- C sA2^ - C , A 2p ,g C o s e -± - C J ,p ,u * S 2 ~ ^ C J , p t ( u , - u j s ,  + 4.2 
ds 2 2

A2Bv(uf  - u s)+ ulv ECslp sS iC o s 0 - u sv DCsp sS iCos0.

Replacing the derivatives by forward difference approximation implicitly, numerical 

expression for equation (4.2) at node i+1 and time step n+1 is obtained:

{a 2c sp suX ! - { a 2c sp susfM | {msus);+' - {msusy.
At As

n+1

( T>n+\   pn+1 ^
r i r i+1

As - ( ^ c ,  Pt 8 & C 1+{a 2b x : ((»/);;,1 - ( « x ‘) «

- ( c i“ ,)w  - ( A ( “, +(p,S,Cose)"2'l ((u,vEC!, ) "  -(u ,vDC,)**‘)

Where

Ct = ^ f , u , S 2 4.4
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4.5

Re-arranging equation (4.3)

+ (« .)«  + M W X !  + C, + d , + A s (vdc , p , s ic o s0)::;
\ A t  J

^ • ( r n .L  + ( m , +

+ a4 » , « ,£ , ')

4.6

Setting

n+1
(£.)■;;= ^ ( a 2c , + m a . * X ' + c , “ + b , “ +AS( v „ c , f t i , c » c ,

4.7

Then,

/  \n+l
(“Jw  = n+1 

■S’ //+1

+ ( m ,« , r  + (A ,C X :(P r ' - P ^ - ^ C . p . g C o ^  +

M M X '  (“/ f t  +A!(«,vsc „ f tS ,c MC , '  +M (D , (« ,))" ) ,
4.8

( « X  = (& )"
«+l
1+1

+ n+1
i+1

4.9

With

(£,);
n+1
i+1

At
Av(wlv£Cti/755,Co.v^);++|l + Av((D, (w, ) )£ )

4.10
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4.22 Discretization of the Momentum Equations of the Fluid (foam) Component.

The momentum equation for the foam component in the upper layer given by 

equation

d{c f p  f u 2f ) d ( c f p f u f )
ds

d p

- +
d t

|2 S;

Mi )  P f C  f \4 d A,
Cos 0 U^V E U j-V D

-b y

4.11

Modify equation 4.11 as follows

d{A2C f p f u 2f ) d(mf u f )
d t ds

Cf A2 Cf A2p f gCos 0 i Cf f f P f uf S 2 f f f p f  «j) 5 ;

A2Bv (uf -  us)+ p f C flSiCos 0 C.
'b y

4.12

Replacing the derivatives by forward difference approximation implicitly, numerical 

expression for equation 4.12 at node i+1 and time step n+1 is obtained:

{a 2C f P f uf ).+[ (A2Cf p f uf )M  ̂ (mf uf )M (rhf uf ). _ 

At As

(A2Cf l
1/1 + 1 

/  >M
f  j p n+1  pn+l  'N

/"+1

As

(£.“/1,' + 0>,c/,s,c<w«>}Vi+1
A’+l

C.
k n+1 ^

c y i+l

4.13

Where
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P _ ^f  Pf  f  .. c
— J j-Uj-0 2 4.14

^1 = ^ - i k 4.15

Re-arranging equation 4.13

+ (”>/“/ ) "  + (^ C / );*1‘ ( f T - K ' ) - A s ( A , C f p t gCos0)^  +

(“ ,) m + ^ ( ^ / C/ l ^ V£CoSe)M'(“ l)w -  + (FI (“/  - “ l))",')

4.16

Setting

C.
v H+l 'N

i+1

{ si \ n+̂
= t : ( ‘4!C ,/> ,)" +(«,)"" + M W X  + £ ,"  + F ,"  +AJ/>/ C „5 ,-^v i,C<,je

&» . \  yi+1
4.17

Then,

^ ( * / ) ; +, + K " / ) "  + ( 4 c / ) ; ; ; ( r l +

)“ '(«,)"  +A ,(pf C/;S,vECos6l^(uX: + M ( r M K )  ,
4.18

= ( e 4 ; : + -
(a c  >;(/>■+■- c 1)

(£ r ) l
jfl+1

/ A-+i
4.19

With
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( o  )"+1 =  - ______

( * , £

+ (thf uf ) T  - ^ C f P f g C o s O t  + A s (A2B v ) m ( uX I  + 

A s l p ^ S ^ C o s P ^ i u X :  +As({Fl { u X )
4.20

4.2.3 Discretization of the Momentum Equations of the Cuttings Bed.

The momentum equation for the cuttings bed is given by equation (4.21)

3 U Mi2)+_a(AMi).
ds dt

~ - PigCoip—  f bpxu\ c j sp s (us - u x )2 ^ +
ds 2 Al 2 Al

1 2 S  S  F* S S • F
+ — C f f f p f  (uf  —Mj) —  + u v DCsp s —  + uf vDp f  —— Cs —  C os0 -u lvEp l — ——

2 Aj Aj Csl Aj A, A1As

4.21

Discretizing equation 4.21 gives; 

d(Alp,u l ) ̂  d(Axp xux ) _
ds dt

- A x~ - p lAlg C o s 9 - ] - f bp lu 2l SB +-~Csf sp s{us - u j s ,  
ds 2 2

1 / \2 C
+ —C f  f f  Pf \ U f  — Mjj Sj  + MJVz)C i /7J5 ;- + u f vDp f  — CsS ( —u1v Ep 1S i 

Z 0 .1

F
cos 9  L

A s

4.22

Replacing the derivatives by forward difference approximation implicitly, numerical 

expression for equation 4.22 at node i+1 and time step n+1 is obtained:

(A);

At
 ̂p n"*"1   p nF 1 ^/+!

V
As

iusvDcspssXi +

Ay

-  ( a pigcosey+i -  (g,w, )£ '+ ( / / ,  (us -  ux));++' + (/, (uf  -w, ))£' +

\  n+1£
uf voPf  ~p, CsSt

s i

A iv£a a );
n+1
i+l

/ 1+1
(Co*C,' -

/  Z7 \"+1A
\AS yt+1

4.23
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Where

<+ 4.24

4.24b

4.25

Re-arranging equation 4.23

‘( f ( A A ) «  + m ; , '  +m g x i  +asW » +M''*m c <>*)z 'J=

+(m,u,)f +(A);:‘( r '  - c ) - 'M a a * c < m C

k vDC,M )"+i +

\n + A

Uf VDPf n  CsSj
c.sl /i+ 1

M g m C 1 -(/•);
W+l
i+1

4.26

Setting

4.27

Then,

W « = 7 ^(E, l

+MT +(A)“(r‘ -C)-as(aa*c04;rt+1i+1

M c < « C - ( a K

+ {usvDCspsS ^ x +
^  n̂+A

uf voPf ~pr~ Q
'1 /  i+l

4.28
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( A g ' t C - C )
» \/i+l
B A'+l

4.29

With

W i l l  + {"W i)T  _A s(A PxSCosd)n̂  +te{(Hxus) n̂) + t e ( l xuf )i

4.30

4.3 Formulation of Velocity -Correction Equations

In this study, the SIMPLE method developed by Patankar (1980) for single-phase 

fluid and modified by Crowe (1998) for two phase flow is used for the calculation of 

velocities in unknown pressure field. The SIMPLE method involves making a first 

guess for the pressure field and then solving the momentum equations to obtain the 

velocity field. An equation for correction of the guessed pressure field using the 

resulting velocity field is needed in the iteration. This pressure correction equation is 

obtained by introducing the velocity correction equation into the continuity equation.

Assuming the velocity is a function of the two pressures on each side of the velocity 

node, we obtain:

Pressure changes at nodes i and i+1 would cause corresponding change in the 

velocities at these nodes. This change in velocity can be estimated by applying the 

Taylor series expansion to the velocity-pressure functions as given below:

4.31

/  \n+ 1 /  \n+ 1 /  r jr t+ l r> w+l ^
(w J /+1 = (Us)M >*)+!■) 4.32

4.33
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n+1
duf M
dpn+l

f du "+1̂
APn+l + f  i+i

\  1+1 V

AP n+1
i+1 4.34

(A«X =
(  ~\ n+1 ^

dusi+1
ap.n+lv 1 y

AP n+1 +
(  ~\ n+1 \

d u si+l

dPn+lV i+1

AP:n+1
i+1 4.35

( A m i ) w  =

f  -v n+1 ^  
^Mli+1
BPn+1 AP”+1 +

/  n+1 ^
duu+l
BPm ,(+ ! y

AP n+1
i+1 4.36

The derivatives in equations 4.34, 4.35 and 4.36 can be obtained by taking the 

derivatives of equations 4.9, 4.19 and 4.29 respectively.

n+1

*<+1 
BPm

(cf A2)lin+1
i+i

-? n+1
V«+1

4.37

-\ n+1
° u f i +1 _  K'-'f

dP:'l+'
^2 ):

in+1
i+1

t n+1
f  i+1

4.38

and

M+l 
™ s , + 1

BPn+1o r i+1

(c sa 2):n+1
i+1

n+1
'si+\

4.39

( c .4 ) :
n+1

° “ .M _______
ap-« e ,:::

n+1
i+1 4.40

also

-\ n+1 ( A \n+l
®U\i+\ _  ( A  )i+l

3 P n+1 n+1or i+i t Bi+l
4.41

BP
* li+l

n+1

n+1 
i+1 

-i n+1 
'Bi+l

4.42
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Introducing equations 4.37 to 4.42 into 4.34 to 4.36, the velocity correction formulas

for the fluid, solid and the moving bed at node i+1 are derived:

, v ,  (a 2C
Aw f "+1 = ■■■ 2 f -" ' r - l  ■;-------—  4.43V fl,+1 (E  Wi

'  /  'i+1

. , -  4.44
S A'+l (  r ,  \n + l

\  s  )(+1

(*/>"'-A P " 1)
\ ^ ui)i+i -  \W+|-  4 45

^*+1 /  j—i \ n +1
\  if /(■' t+1

Applying equations 4.43 to 4.45 to the velocity changes

(Aa, r = (AiC- r ^ E ~ ^ ' ) 
(£,),

( s )i

In addition, the mass inflow rate from the reservoir changes with wellbore pressure as 

follows:

4.49
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K is a constant calculated from the reservoir inflow model given by equations 3.68 to

3.70 for sudden change in pressures at node i and i+1.

4.4 Discretization of the Mass Balance Equations.

4.41 Discretization of the continuity equation for the solid component in upper 
layer.

The mass balance equation for the suspended solid component in the upper layer is 

represented by equation given as:

) +  s ( p ,u , c , )  = _ p ^  + P ' V' C "  4 5 0 a
r  s u  s A r  s t. s i Aat as A> A?

Discretizing equation 4.50a,

{ \ P s ^ X + \  (AA^),+i . ( A P s Us Q ) i  _ ( n  f ^ c ) n + l  ( r t y  C  ? V‘+' 4.50bi i- . ~ \ f J s VE ^ b ^ i ) i +1 lA t As

The concentration of the suspended solids in the upper layer is given as:

^ - ( A 2p sC s )nM + ( A 2p su sC X i + { p sv EC bS i ) T j A S 
(C = At_____________________________________  4.51

' s / i +1 \

^ ( A P X ;  + ( A i P su s )m  + ( P svdS ; )m A s

4.42 Discretization of the continuity equation for the foam component in upper 
layer.
The mass balance equation for the foam component in the upper layer is represented 

by equation given as:

di pf C f ) d[pf Uf Cf ) C f. S S
+ + 4.52a

Discretizing equation 4.52a,
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(A2p f Cf ).+[ {A2p f Cf )M  ̂ (A2p f uf Cf )M (.A2p f uf Cf ).
n+1 /

At As

\  n+1

7 r - / V cC,S,
/i+1

ln+1
''i+1

4.52b

The concentration of the foam in the upper layer is

As

At ( M c /1 , +(4A“/C/ t +‘ + ^ ^ ,5 , ) ; ; ;As- A s + ^ f c ’.As
\n+l

vQ /i+1
As

At (4a L  +(4A MyL

4.53

4.43 Discretization of the continuity equation for the moving bed.

The mass balance equation for the foam component in the upper layer is represented 

by equation given as:

3 ( 4 A )  + d(AiA Mi).
dt ds

C NWi
A  + ~ - P f

^b 4  2
4.54a

Discretizing the above equation,

(4a)”++i‘ -(4aL + (4a«i )w - (4A“i Xn+1
c /i

p . + ~ r P f  W y

\  n+1

vDC,S, .n+1
i+1A t A s  1 1 '  1 Cb ' J ) "  1 ' ^ ves i),W b y  y;+1

4.54b

4.5 Formulation of Pressure-Correction Equation

The concentration at node i+1 is assumed to be a function of the velocities at node i 

and i+1 and the source term. Using the Taylor series expansion, the concentration 

changes for the solid and foam components are obtained:

r d c f n+; ^J £+1 
n+1

V O U r  I\  f l J

A  n + l  .Auf +/ I n+1aw,
v  J i+\ j

A  n + l  .

Auf i+1 + ", n+1dsf . ,V t i+i y
A 4.55
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( n+1  ̂dCsM
n+1

Kdun y

A W + l  .A usi +
(  n+1 N\

dCsi+1 
-\ n+1

v v /+i y
A m

n+1
 ̂i+1 4.56

The superscript * represents the value from previous iteration. By taking the indicated 

derivatives of the function of concentration and velocity the following equations are 

obtained:

/ t+1
~v n+1 OUf

\  J i J + fa ,p /ur'%!s

4.57

(  “v* «+l A 
3C/,+, _

n+1du,v yi+iy

- ( M t j A P f Cf \ +i + ( A P f uf C ^  + {P fv£ f i S l)^,l A s- s \n+l

y;+i

As
A '

i+i
'rfiM

4.58

d c f n+! j i+i
n + 105, , ,v •/ t+i y

(a ,)::: a s
As
At (A  2 P f  )i + 1 + 2 P f  U f  ) i + 1

4.59

( rt+l A
d C si+i

n+1
yduu ,

(AiC,):
n+1

As, 
At

4.60

/  n+1 ^
d C sM 

n+1
\ d U s M  J

As-(A 2t ;  -~{a 2c s);+1+ (a 2usc s)f + (v£c 65;);;/as
At

\2
4.61

There is a need to discretize a final equation: the sum of the concentration is equal to 

unity, in order to complete the set of momentum and mass equations.

(C ,)«  + ( C / t , ' =1 4.62
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Introducing equations 4.55 and 4.56 into equation 4.62 yields the equation (4.63):

(c* )n+1 +
'  t ' i +1

d C ,
n+1

V ^Mst+1 J

-v n+1 OUf\  J

a  n+1 , uUf
J i

f  2v/-» n+1
d C f M
-v n+1 „v Ji+l J

A  n + l  i 

J  1+1 H+l
V Ji+i /

/  "V ^ n+1 A 
^ 1+1 
-v n+1

j

a  n+1 , 
+ .

4.63

Introducing equations 4.43 to 4.49 and 4.57 to 4.61 into equation 4.63

As
( A C ^ f e ' - A T )

w

.Q
PfvD$i

yi+1 N
* + ( 4 S , I>

Jm

^ ( y f c '+ t e / w f c 1'.At

a  n+1 .-As, . +- ( 4 c .r, t e K >

^  ""  f t e r + ( 4 “, E + f o s ; ) >

t e c , r f c ' - y )ter tetc As
At'

\2

1+1

'(■+1

4.64

The above equation is the pressure correction equation. This equation can be 

expressed in a more compacted form:

l"+i ap.̂ +i -  ( l"+1 + t/ " +1 )ap;,+i + (c/ n+1 -  T n+1 ]ap"+i = i -  (c* )"+1 -  (c ;)"\n+ l
A+i

4.65

Where
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L"+1 =
{Apt c , T  U c / i r , ( w , r ( 4 c , r

^  ^ ( ^ ) w + ( 4 “,)w' +(vo;S, ) " as (£ 4

4.66

tv,);
t/ n+1

(A2 Pf Cf )/+1 +  {™f ),• + iPfVE Cf\ Si )M AS
\  n+1

c \  n+1
/I

Pf vDSi .As + i A . S . t 'A s
//+1 / i + 1

vAr ^ 2/?/ '̂+l + P fUf ^
in+1
i+1

4.67

y  n+1 _ C 'U X 'A *
4.68

^  ( ^ 2 ^ /  ) i+1 +  (^ 2  Pf Uf ) i+1 •A'S

The equation above is the pressure formulation of the continuity equation. The tri

diagonal matrix developed by Thomas can be used to solve this equation. The 

solutions from the compacted pressure equation (4.65) are added to the old pressure 

values to correct the pressure field and also introduced into equations 4.46 to 4.49, 

4.55 and 4.56 to correct the velocity fields, source term and concentrations. Solving 

the momentum equations again, new velocity fields are obtained. With this, 

concentrations are calculated by using equations 4.51 and 4.53. If continuity 

condition is met, calculation will switch to next time step until specified maximum 

time is reached.

4.6 Numerical Method for Transient Foam-Solids Flow Model.

This section deals with how the already derived numerical solution is applied to 

compressible foam flow with and without source term effect.
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Case-1: No source term.

For this case, the foam density and quality should be adjusted for change in pressure 

and temperature.

Case-2: With source term effects.

The source term as already discussed has effect on velocity, pressure, and 

concentration distribution. Because the source term also affects the foam quality 

transiently, the foam quality needs to be adjusted for new pressure condition after 

stable solutions for pressure, velocity, concentration and density were obtained with 

the effect of source term Sf. The gas continuity or the liquid continuity equation 

obtained from equation 3.74 can be used as the adjusting equation. Re-writing 

equation 3.74 as a function of foam quality

| ( c , 4 ( ( i - r K  + r /> J + |- ( c ,A 2«/ ((i-r)A . + i> ,))= a ,( ,s , + ^ ) +

f c
*eC„S, - - ^ C , v 0 S,

V J

( ( i - r K + r x )
4.69

To satisfy the continuity of both liquid and gas phases, equation 4.69 is divided into 

two parts.

and

CflV s C ^ - fC .V a S , ((i-rk)

4.70

|- ( c ,A 2(rP J ) + | - ( c / AjM/( r p J ) =  A25 8 +[ W )
\  s i J

4.71

Either of equation 4.70 or 4.71 could be used for the adjustment of foam quality. 

The gas equation can be discretized as follows:
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4.72

When using equation (4.72) for the first control cell, the injection gas rate at the 

boundary should be used.

4.73
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CHAPTERS 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results from sensitivity analyses of the factors controlling cuttings transport with 

foam were presented in this chapter. Verification of the model predictions were also 

provided by comparing model results with experimental data.

5.1 Verification of Model Predictions

The model predictions were compared with the experimental data collected from the 

LPAT flow loop facility at the University of Tulsa (Capo, 2003). The input data used 

for the comparison study are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Input Data Used for Model Verification Study

Length of inclined wells(ft) 90

Diameter of hole(in) 8.0

Outer diameter of pipe(in) 4.5

Cutting size (cm) 2.311

Density of cuttings(g/cm3) 2.613

Back pressure(psi) 14.7-20.0

Nozzle diameter (in) 28/32

Inclination of well(degree) 45

Table 5.2: Comparison of Model Predictions with Experimental Results

Test Qair

(scfm)

Qliquid

(gpm)

ROP

(ft/hr)

AP(Experiment)

(psia)

AP(Model)

(psia)

%

Error

1 60 108 59.9 26.85 25.6 4.655

2 80 120 32.5 30.99 26.1 15.78

3 35 96 27.7 22.44 27.3 21.65

4 135 64 86.6 32.70 28.0 14.37
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The results of the comparison of model predictions with experimental data are shown 

in Table 5.2. It was seen that the numerical method under predicted pressure drop 

observed during cuttings transport experiment conducted in 45° inclined well. The 

difference between measured and calculated pressure value varied between 4.6 to 

2 1 .6 %

5.2 Sensitivity Analyses of the Factors Affecting Cuttings Transport

The base data used for the simulation study are shown in Table 5.3. The sensitivity 

analyses were conducted to show effects of gas and liquid injection rates, drilling rate, 

back pressure, reservoir influx and inclination on the bottomhole pressure and 

cuttings concentration profile along the inclined well.

5.2.1 Effect of Gas Injection Rate on Bottomhole Pressure and Cuttings Concentration

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the effect of gas injection rate on the cuttings 

concentration and bottomhole pressure respectively. The gas injection rate has 

significant effect on the cuttings transport process. Increasing the gas injection rate 

yields better cuttings transport reflected by reduction in the average cuttings 

concentration in the annulus (figure 5.1). Increased gas flow rate increases foam 

quality which in turn increases the effective viscosity of the foam and, hence, the 

cuttings lifting capacity of the foam is increased. The effect of gas injection rate is 

more pronounced at lower gas injection rates.

The bottomhole pressure decreases as gas injection rate increases. This is because 

increasing the gas rate reduces the density of foam Which in turn decreases the 

hydrostatic pressure hence reducing the bottomhole pressure. The reduction of 

bottomhole pressure can also be attributed to the reduction of average cuttings 

concentration in the annulus with increasing gas injection rate. The hydrostatic 

pressure has more impact on the bottomhole pressure when the foam flow rate is not 

too high (i.e. frictional pressure losses are low).
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Table 5.3: Base Data Used for Simulation of Foam Drilling in Inclined Wells

Back Pressure 40 psia

Reservoir Pressure 500 psia

Time Increment 60 sec

Number of Control volume 30

Length of inclined well 400ft

Hole Diameter 8.5in

Drill Pipe OD 4.5 in

Drill Pipe ID 3.826 in

Eccentricity 1.0

Cutting Size 0.5in

Cutting specific gravity 2.7

Bit nozzle size (3 nozzles) 28/32 in

Surface temperature 60 UF

Geothermal gradient 1.5 °F/100 ft

Foam Air + water

Drilling rate 60 ft/hr

Gas injection rate 40scfm

Liquid Injection rate 40gpm

Gas specific PI 0 scfm/ft/psia

Water specific PI 0 gpm/ft/psia

Oil specific PI 0 gpm/ft/psia

Inclination 60 deg

Thickness of reservoir 100 ft

5.2.2 Effect of Liquid Injection Rate on Bottomhole Pressure and Cuttings Concentration

The effect of liquid injection rate on the average cuttings concentration and 

bottomhole pressure is also illustrated by figures 5.1 and 5.2. Liquid injection rate has 

little influence on the cuttings concentration compared to the effect of gas injection 

rate. Results also indicate that at very low or very high gas injection rate, the effect of 

increasing liquid rate has negligible effect on the cuttings concentration. Increasing
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liquid injection rates increases the bottomhole pressure but reduces the foam quality, 

which in turns, reduces the effective viscosity and, therefore, so does the lifting and 

transport ability of foam.

Figure 5.2 shows that the bottomhole pressure increases with increasing liquid 

injection rate. Increasing the liquid injection rates reduces the foam quality (increase 

in foam density) which as a result, increases the hydrostatic pressure. This increase in 

bottomhole pressure can also be explained in terms of increase in cuttings 

accumulation associated with increase in the liquid injection rate with resulting 

increase in the foam-cuttings density in the annulus.
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Fig. 5.1 Average cuttings concentration variation gas and liquid injection rate
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Fig. 5.2 Bottomhole pressure variation with gas and liquid injection rate

5.2.3 Effect of Drilling Rate on Bottomhole Pressure and Cuttings Concentration

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the effect of drilling rate on the cuttings concentration 

and bottomhole pressure respectively. For fixed gas and liquid injection rates, 

cuttings concentration increases with increasing drilling rate (fig. 5.3).

The bottomhole pressure increases as the drilling rate increases (fig. 5.4). This effect 

is attributed to increase in the average cuttings concentration in the annulus with 

increasing drilling rate. The effect of drilling rate on the bottomhole pressure is more 

pronounced at lower gas rates.
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Fig. 5.3 Average cuttings concentration variation drilling rate.
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5.2.4 Effect of Inclination on Bottomhole Pressure and Cuttings Concentration

Figures 5.5 to 5.7 illustrate the effect of well inclination on the cuttings concentration 

and the bottomhole pressure in the annulus. Generally, cuttings concentration 

increases as inclination angle of the well from the vertical increases (fig. 5.5).

Similarly, Figure 5.6 depicts that an increase in the bottomhole pressure with increase 

in well inclination.

As shown in fig. 5.7 to keep the cuttings concentration in the annulus constant (say at 

2%) more gas needs to be injected as the inclination of the well from the vertical 

increases while keeping the liquid rate constant.

Figure 5.8 shows that the distribution of cuttings along the well under steady state 

flow condition for different angle of inclinations of the well. For all angles of 

inclination, the cuttings distribution along the well was similar with the highest 

cuttings concentration at the bottom and the lowest at the top. Also shown by figure 

5.8 is that cuttings concentration at any particular cross section of the wellbore 

increases with increasing inclination angle.
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Results also indicate that effect of inclination on both bottomhole pressure and 

average cutting concentration in the annulus is more pronounced at lower gas 

injection rate.
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Fig. 5.5 Average cuttings concentration variation with inclination
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Fig. 5.6 Bottomhole pressure variation with inclination
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5.2.5 Effect of Back Pressure on Cuttings Concentration and Bottomhole Pressure

Increasing back pressure increases the cuttings concentration along the wellbore for a 

fixed gas and liquid injection rate (fig. 5.9). This effect is due to decrease in foam 

quality as back pressure increases.

 60 deg

 45 deg

 30 deg
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Increasing back pressure increases the average pressure along the wellbore, hence, an 

increase in the bottomhole pressure (fig. 5.10). This can also be attributed to 

increasing cuttings concentration resulting from increasing the back pressure.
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Figure 5.10: Variation of bottomhole pressure with back pressure

5.2.6 Effect of Water Influx on Bottomhole Pressure and Cuttings Concentration

Increase in water influx increases the cuttings concentration along the wellbore for a 

fixed gas and liquid injection rate (fig. 5.11). This effect is due to the fact that foam 

quality is reduced as water influx increases. Increasing volume of water reduces the 

effective viscosity of foam and, therefore, dwindles the lifting capacity of the foam.
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Fig. 5.11 Cuttings concentration profile variation with water influx from reservoir

Figure 5.12 shows the effect water influx on the pressure across the length of the 

wellbore under steady state flow condition. Increasing water influx from the reservoir 

also increases the pressure along the wellbore. This increase in pressure along the 

well is caused by higher foam density due to water influx from the reservoir and the 

increasing cuttings concentration associated with the water influx.
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Fig. 5.12 Pressure profile variation with water influx from reservoir.
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5.2.7 Effect of Gas Influx on Bottomhole Pressures and Cuttings Concentrations

Figure 5.13 and 5.14 illustrate the effect of reservoir gas influx on the cuttings 

concentration and pressure profile along the length of the well respectively. The 

influx of gas into the wellbore has a positive effect on the cuttings transport process 

reducing cuttings concentration as shown in figure 5.13. The influx of gas increases 

the effective viscosity of foam and, therefore, increases the cuttings lifting and 

transport ability of foam

Increasing gas influx rate reduces bottomhole pressure (fig. 5.14). This is because of 

the fact that influx of gas into the wellbore increases the foam quality, which in turns 

reduces the density of foam. The decrease in the cuttings concentration resulting from 

increase in the gas influx also contribute to the reduction of the bottomhole pressure.
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Fig. 5.13: Cuttings concentration variation with gas influx from the reservoir
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5.2.8 Transient Bottomhole Pressure and Cuttings Concentration

Figure 5.15 illustrates the changes in the average cuttings concentration in the 

annulus as a function of time. The trend in figure 5.15 is very similar to that in figure 

5.16. This similarity in trend indicates that change in the bottomhole pressure as a 

function of time is directly proportional to change in the average cuttings 

concentration as a function of time, irrespective of the inclination angle.

Figure 5.16 shows changes in bottomhole pressure with time as drilling progresses for 

different drilling rate at 60 degree inclination. It takes longer for the bottomhole 

pressure to stabilize as the drilling rate increases.

Figure 5.17 and 5.18 further illustrate variation of cuttings concentration and 

bottomhole pressures with time at different inclination angles. From figure 5.18, it is 

seen that for a fixed drilling rate that the time it takes for the bottomhole pressure to 

stabilize increases with increasing inclination angle. It is also seen that the 

bottomhole pressures at all times increases with increase in inclination. Figure 5.17 

shows a similar trend to figure 5.18. The change in bottomhole pressure is directly 

related to the in cuttings concentration irrespective of the inclination of the well.
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Fig. 5.19 illustrates the distribution of cuttings along the well at different times for a 

fixed drilling rate. Results indicate that cuttings are not uniformly distributed even 

after stabilization. Here, steady state flow was achieved after about 50 minutes and 

that maximum cuttings concentration still occurs at the bottom of the hole.
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Fig. 5.15 Transient average cuttings concentration at different drilling rate
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

A numerical simulation study of cuttings transport with foam in inclined wells has

been conducted. A transient mechanistic model has been developed and numerically

solved to predict cuttings transport efficiency with foam in inclined wells. This

chapter summarizes the findings of this study.

• A 1-D unsteady state mechanistic model of cuttings transport with foam in 

inclined wells has been developed. The model is numerically solved to predict the 

optimum foam flow rate (liquid and gas rate) and rheological properties that 

would maximize cuttings transport efficiency in inclined wells.

• The model developed in this study was verified using experimental results 

obtained by Capo (2003). The model predictions of pressure drop values were 

found to be lower than the measured pressure drop values by about 4 to 21%.

• Increasing gas injection rate significantly increases the cuttings transport 

efficiency.

• The liquid injection rate has little effect on the cuttings transport efficiency when 

compared to the effect of gas injection rate. Increasing the liquid injection rate 

while keeping the gas injection rate constant reduces the cuttings transport 

efficiency.

• The well inclination is a major factor controlling cuttings transport efficiency in 

inclined wells. The cuttings transport efficiency decreases with increase in well 

inclination from the vertical under the same flow condition. More gas needs to be 

injected to keep the cuttings concentration constant as the inclination increases.

• Increasing back pressure increases bottomhole pressure and cuttings concentration.

• The influx of gas into the wellbore has a positive effect on the cuttings transport 

efficiency. The effect of gas influx is more pronounced in the low gas injection 

rate region.
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• The influx of water into the wellbore has a negative effect on the cuttings 

transport efficiency. The effect of water influx is more significant at high gas 

injection rate region.

• The concentration of cuttings in the wellbore increases with increasing drilling 

rate.

• The average concentration of cuttings in the annulus and the bottomhole pressure 

do not stabilize immediately after drilling resumes. The time it takes for cuttings 

concentration and bottomhole pressure to stabilize increases with increasing 

drilling rate and inclination of the well.

• Even when steady state flow is achieved, the distribution of cuttings along the 

annulus is not uniform. The highest concentration of cuttings occurs at the bottom 

of the hole and the lowest occur at the top.

6.2 Recommendations for future investigations.

For further study of cuttings transport with foam in inclined wells, the following 

areas can be considered:

• Development of cuttings transport model with foam treated as a yield power law 

fluid.

• The effect of reservoir water influx salinity on foam stability and the cuttings 

transport efficiency
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APPENDIX A

CONTINUITY EQUATIONS FOR THE TWO LAYER MODEL

In this study, the Eulerian approach is used to derive the governing equation of foam- 

cuttings flow. Foam rheological behavior is represented by the power law type fluid.

Basic Definitions.

For a good understanding of the mathematical derivation of the mass and momentum 

equations for this model in both layers, a sound knowledge of some basic concepts is 

needed.

The bulk density of the suspended solid in the drilling fluid in region two is defined 

as the ratio of the mass of the suspended solid to the total volume of the suspension 

given by;

-  r AM,
p s = lim - f -  A-l

A V ->A V 0  A V

The bulk density of the suspended solid is related to the actual density of this phase 

by the formula given below.

P ,  =  C , p ,  A-2

The volume fraction of the suspended solid is

A V
C  = lim — f  A-3

A V  —»AV0  AV

Where Av0 is the limiting volume which remains unchanged even with a slight 

increase in volume.

Similarly, the volume fraction for the foam in the upper layer is given as

AVf
C f = lim  — -  A-4

7  A V —>AV0  AV
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The sum of the above volume fractions: for the dispersed and continuous phase in the 

suspension would yield unity.

C s + C f  - 1  A-5

The local velocity of solids suspended in the foam in layer 2 can be represented by 

either the volume average velocity of the particle or mass average velocity of the 

particle.

The volume average velocity of particles is represented by

N

N is the number of particle in an average volume.

The mass average velocity of particles is represented by

    ______

\msk V2CsP

A-6

sk

u = A  = jL —   A-7

From Eqn. A-7

^2^sPsUs = ^ ^ 2 ^ s P s Us \  A-8
k

This gives

CsPSUS = Y s ( CsPsUs)k
k

When the particles are of uniform size,
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With the above, the mass flow rate and the foam flow rate for the second region can 

be expressed as

^2  ̂  {CsPsUs )k ~  A2CsPsUs A-10
k

And

rhf  =  A 2C f p f u f A -ll

Continuity Equations

The continuity equations are derived based on the law of conservation of mass, which 

states that the mass rate generated within a control volume is equal to the sum of the 

rate of accumulation and the rate of mass efflux through the control volume.

Continuity Equations for the Cutting Bed

The moving bed of density /?, assumed to slide up the inclined wells in the control 

volume is shown in figure A-2. The total mass of moving bed flowing out of the 

control volume through surface 2 during the time interval of At is:

The total mass of moving bed flowing into the control volume through surface 1 

during the time interval of At  is:

{Mb )2 = {mB.At)2 = ( 4  am, )2.A t A-12

A-13

Mass accumulation in the control volume at At is:

A-14
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Mass of solid and fluid deposited from suspension to bed in At is:

M]}ep=
C

Ps^'sVD^i^S + ^  P f ^ s VD^i^S At A-15

Mass of solid and fluid re-suspended from bed to the suspension in At is:

Ment= Pi CslVeS; As At A -16

By law of conservation of mass

M B 2 M BX + M  acc ~  MDep M Ent A-17

By dividing result obtained in the above equation A-17 by AxAtAs and taking limit 

with respect to As, the equation becomes

dp, | a(A«i) 
dt ds

C„ ^ 
P.  + r P f

s  s
CSVD ~7~~ P\VE ~7~

A A
A-18

Continuity Equations for the Solid Component of the Suspension

For the drilling case, solids particle in the upper layer with density of p s flowing

upwards with the fluid in the control volume are shown in figure A-2. The total mass 

of solid particles flowing out of the control volume through surface 2 during the time 

interval of At is:

(Ms)2 ={ms.At \  ={A2Csp sus)2.& A-19

The total mass of solid particles flowing into the control volume through surface 1 

during the time interval of At is:

(Ms), = {ms At), = (A2Csp sus), At A-20
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Mass accumulation in the control volume at At is:

(M ) = j  = A2A.v d(C'p ^ At A-21
V s>acc dt 2 dt

Applying the law of conservation of mass,

( M , ) 2 - ( M , ) 1 + (M,)„„ A-22

By dividing result obtained in the above equation A-22 by A2AtAsmd  taking limit 

with respect to As, the equation becomes

= A-23
dt ds A2 A2

Continuity Equations for the Fluid Component of the Suspension

The principle of the derivation of the continuity equation for the foam phase is similar 

to that for the suspended solids except that the mass of fluid influx from the reservoir 

has to be incorporated into the source term of the mass conservation equation.

Mass of fluid entering the control volume

(M f  ) 2 =  (rh . f A t ) 2 =  (A 2 C  f P f Uf \ A t  A ' 2 4

Mass of fluid leaving the control volume

(Mf  = (thf  = (A2Cf p f uf  .At A-25

The accumulated mass of fluid within control volume
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(M ) = 3 K - At) =A  A-26
v fJacc dt 2 dt

By conservation of mass,

(M /  ) 2 ~ /  )i + f  )acc = ^  enl.f ~ M  Dep J  + M  res _ inf lux A-27

By dividing result obtained in the above equation A-27 by A2AtAsand taking limit 

with respect to As, the equation becomes

di pf Cf )  dipfUfCf )  C f, S S

^ + ^ i t d - - - t P lC -v° t + p ’ VcC’ ' i + S l

Where

5/ = '
Po<lre ,o+  PwQre.w +  Pg<lre,g

A2As
A-29
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APPENDIX B

MOMENTUM BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR THE TWO LAYER MODEL 

The momentum balance for the suspended solids

During the time A t, the total momentum due to solids entering or leaving the control 

surfaces of the control volume of arbitrary length As and constant cross-sectional 

area A2 for layer 2 are;

The total momentum due to solids entering the control volume through surface 1 in 

At is:

The total momentum due to solids leaving the control volume through surface 2 in At 

is:

Where

Ms is the mass of the solid cuttings and ms is the mass flow rate of the solid cuttings. 

Accumulation of momentum in the control volume is represented as

Considering the concept of average mass velocity of the particles, the above equation 

becomes

B-l

B-2

dt

dt
B-3
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The total momentum change in the control volume

(M A  lom, = (M A  ) 2 A  )l + ( M SUS )â B-5

A )total ~  ^ 2 A t  B-6

The forces responsible for this change in momentum are;

Pressure Force

B-7

Gravity Force

= - C sA2p sgAsCosd B-8

Drag Forces

The total drag force in the control volume is obtained by summing up the drag forces 

acting on individual particle in the suspension. The drag force over a particle is given

by

^Dsk ~  ^ P  f C  f  Usk )

The total drag on all the particles is given by
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FDs =  T / > / C z> Z  iA sk(u f ~ u Sk } )  B-9
£ k

Where,

A ,t  =  * * *  1 4

F d ,  = P  f C  d A , ( «  f - u , y  B-9b

N s = Volume occupied by suspended solid in layer 2/Volume of solid.

6CsVs D Q— V - B-9c
nd

Shear Forces

The shear force which result due to contact between the wall of the hole and the solid 

in the suspension is obtained using

F = - t  S As B-10S - W  S - W ^  s - W ^ ^

Where

7s-w — 2 CsfsP sus B-lOb

Therefore,

F , - „ = - \ c j sPsulS,„„ As B -ll

The shear force due to contact between the suspended solids and the moving bed is 

given by
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Fs-B ~  Ts~, -^i-As B-12

Where

*,-i = \ Cs f sPi{u2 - u i )2 B' 12b

Therefore,

F s - b  = ~ c s f sP s i u  2 - Ui f S i As  B-13

By equating the total force acting on the particles in the control volume to the total 

momentum change per unit time, the equation B-14 is obtained.

(e (c,a «,2),) - ( B o w 2! ) = (-CsA2AP~ c sA2Psg ^ C o s0 -

r. FsfsPsUS-^2'^S 0 FsfiPsiUS U\) •<S,-AS+ p  /  C (a  gk (u y U sk ^  ) + 
I  I  Z k

u\vECs\PsSii^ sC osd-usvDCsp sSiAsCos0).At  B-14

Divide both sides of Eqn. B-14 by A2AtAs and taking limit to obtain,

+ ^ £ m l= - c k - C M ! C o £ - ±  CJtPA  i  - -  CJjyJvs -  J  f +
ds at os 2 \  2 Aj

OT/ P/Q)A(w/ ~usf  +wi'/irCsiA ~  Cof0-usvDCs —— Cofi.
ZV2 Ai Aj

B-15

Simplifying the above equation, the momentum equation for the suspended solids in 

the upper region is given written
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Momentum Equation for the Fluid in Layer 2.

During the time A t, the total momentum entering or leaving the control surfaces are; 

(m fUf )t = [nifUf) A t  = A2( c f p f Uf)iA t  B-17

(m  f uf )2 =(rhf uf )2At  = A2{cf p f u j ) 2At  B-18

(m  u ,)  B-19
V 3 3 'aCC dt

The total momentum change per unit time associated with the fluid in the suspension 

must equal the force causing the change. The forces considered here is the same as 

that considered for solids in suspension.

Total change in momentum

A2 (Cf p f u) \  At  - A2 (cf p f u 2f A t + ^ 2̂ Ĉ PfUf- A t  =

{Fprf + FGrf + Ff _w + Ff_B + FDf + FDep + FEm )a? B-20

Where

Fprf = Cf A2(P\ ~ Pi) — ~CfA2Ap 

FGrf = —Cf  A2p f  gAsCos 6

1 ,

Ff-w =  ~ r f - w$  f - w^ s  =  ~ ~ ^ C f f f p f u f S f _wAs
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Ff_B — T^jS jAs  — Mj) S tAs B-24

FD f = ^ Y P f CDAs{Uf - Us)2 B'25

FEntf = uiVeC f \PfSi^s  B-26

FDepf,=  ~UfoVD ~Z C s P f S i & S  B-27
'- 's i

A2At][cf p f u2f )2 ~{cf p f u2f ) j ]+ -^ — f \ &t = (-Cf A2Ap-Cf A2pf gAsCos0-

— C/ffpfUfSf_wAs——Cf f j Pf  {iif — Mj) SfAs — Pj-CDAs{u.f - ws) + u{veC^p^S;AsCoiP

-w “  Cspf StAsCosff)At
^sl

B-28
Divide both sides of Eqn. B-28 by A2AsAt and taking limit with respect to As to 

obtain the final momentum equation for the fluid flowing in region 2 .

=_ ^  | _cfPfgco0-icff,pfu} ̂ - \ c , f fpM, - “J2

3C S C S
~~~~PfCD(uf —us) +u1veCfipf  —  Co&-uf vD —— CsPf —— Cosff

hcis Csl Aj
B-29

Momentum Balance for the Moving Bed.

For the moving bed, the following momentum expressions are obtained.

(Mb u b )j = [a xp xu 2 x A t \  B-30

{MBuB)2 — (AjPjMj .At)2 B-31
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B-32

Force due to pressure drop across the bed is given by

Fr„ = - A tAP B-33

Force due to the weight of the bed tending to pull the bed back into the lower side of 

the hole.

FGrB = -AyPtfbsCoS 6 B-34

Where

A  = P s ^ s i  +  P f  0- ~  C s \ ) B-35

Shear forces due to contact between the moving bed and the layer of fluid containing 

solid particles and also due to contact between it and the wellbore are given as

FB-,=^B-iSB̂  = ^ C J sp s {u5 - u l )1SiAs + ̂ C f f f p f (uf - Uj f S i As  B-36

FB-2 — ^B-w^B-w^ ~ 2 fB-wP\ (M1 ) ^B-w^S B-37

With

f B-i = ft  B-38

The forces associated with the deposition and entrainment of cuttings from and to the 

moving bed are obtained by using;
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B - D e p

c
usv DCsp sSjAs + ujsvDCs PfSiAs

\
CosO B-39

FB-Ent — UiVeP\SjAsCos0 B-40

By equating the total momentum change to the total force acting on the bed per unit 

time, and dividing both sides of the equation by AxAsAt,

The momentum balance equation for the moving bed is obtained as

d f e i ]  + <X^i) = _ < t_ PigCos0 + ± .^ -(C JS p s(us -Mj)2 +Cf f f p f  (uf - u {)2) -
dt ds

\  f , - „ p r f ^ r +2 Aj
s c s s 

UsVDCSPs ~7~ + uf vD ~~~ Csp f  ~  ~ u y entp x- f
A c., A A

Cosd— A
A! As 

B-41

Fi is the frictional force which opposes the motion of the moving bed over the surface 

of the wellbore.
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APPENDIX C

Deposition and Re-suspension During Cuttings Transport in Inclined Wells.

Below is the derivation of the an expression for the mass of cuttings and fluid 

deposited and entrained, and also the forces associated with the re-suspension and 

deposition process during cutting transport in inclined wells.

Let the mass flux of solids deposited per unit interface = = p sCsvDep

C
Mass flux of fluid deposited per unit interface = O f<Dep= ——Cflp f vDep

Cji

Mass flux of solid re-suspended per unit interface= O s Sus = PsVECs 1 

Mass flux of fluid suspended per unit interface=0/ Sus= Cflp f vE 

Considering

Mass of solids deposited from the layer 2 into the layer 1.

M D e p , S  ~  ^ S , D e p S i - A t . A s C-l

M D e p , S  ~  P s C s V i ) S i & s A t C-2

Mass of solids re-suspended from layer 1 to layer 2

C-3

M sus,s = PsvECxiSi A t  As C-4
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Mass of fluid deposited from layer 2 to layer 1.

It should be noted that the concentration of cuttings in the bed is always constant. For 

a bed concentration of Csl, the lower layer contains a fluid concentration of Cf l .

The deposition of Cs concentration of cuttings from layer 2 to layer 1 is associated

C
with the deposition of —~-Cfl of fluid to keep the cutting concentration of the bed

CA

constant. The mass of fluid associated with this deposition is obtained by using;

Mass change associated with transfer of materials to and from the moving bed

M D e p J  ~  ^  f  ,DepSi^t&S C-5

C-6

Mass of fluid re-suspended from layer 1 to layer 2

C-7

M susj  — Cfip f vESiAtAs C-8

Mass associated with solid transfer for upper layer.

Cs ) C-9

Mass associated with transfer of fluid for upper layer

f  c  )M susj  ~ M Dep f  — PjC^SfAsAt  vent — —— vD C-10
v  ii j
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Total mass of substance re-suspended from the moving bed=Mass of solids re

suspended + Mass of fluid re-suspended.

M  SUS,B ~  VE ^ i ^ S^ i P s F'sl +  P f C f l )  

M sus,b = vESiAsAtp]
C -ll

Total mass of substance deposited into the moving bed= Mass of solid deposited + 

Mass of fluid deposited to keep its concentration constant.

M D e p , B  ~ CsvDStAsAt
Cf1

P s  + r P f
C-12

Forces associated with deposition and re-suspension

The force associated with deposition of solids from the upper to lower zone.

F DeP,s =  P xC xv du sA sS , C oS0 C-13

The force associated with re-suspension of solids from layer 1 to layer 2

Fsus,s = p sCslvEulAsSiCos0 C-14

The force associated with the deposition of fluids from layer 2 to layer 1

C
F DePJ  -  P f  - P - C ^ ^ i A s A t U f C o s d

^ c1
C-15

The force associated with the re-suspension of fluid from layer 1 to layer 2

Fs«s,s = P f CflvEulAsSiCos0 C-16
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Force change associated with the solid component in the upper zone due to deposition 

and re-suspension.

F s us , s - F D e p , s  =  PsAsSi (CslvEul - C svDus )Cos0 C-17

Force change associated with the fluid component in the upper zone due to deposition 

and re-suspension.

F s u s , f  F D e p . f  —  P f C f i ^ s S j

c
cV E U 1 ~ T T V D U S

si J

Cos 0 C-18

Force change associated with the moving bed due deposition and re-suspension.

F D e p , B  F s u s , B AsStCsvD P s Us + P f
' / I

'si
■V^hsSiPy Cos0 C-19
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APPENDIX D

WELL GEOMETRY

• Case 1- the case in which the pipe is completely above the cuttings bed i.e.

A is the centre of the wellbore.

C

Figure D-l: Geometry for the case in which the pipe is completely above the cuttings bed

Considering the figure for this case, the area of the bed can be obtained as follows. 

Ab = Area of sector ABCD- Area of triangle ABD

1 9 -Area of sector ABCD= — r BAD
2 0

2 (  (  2 h , "
Cos -i 1-

v D o y
D-l

D
Area of triangle ABD= SinOCosd D-2

From the diagram for this case,
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Sin 6  = 2,
D

x _ _ 0

O V D o J
D-3

Cos0 = \ - 2kb
Dr

D-4

d :
Cos

v

1. A 'h rn b

Dv D
i - i

V D J

D-5

As = A - A B D-6

Determination of the wetted perimeters

From the diagram,

Sf = 2x

x 2 = ' D A 2 ( D n
- - K  

v  2  * ,
D-7

x = J h b{D0 - h b) 

St = 2 Jhb(D0- h b)

S2 = Length of outer circle- Sb

(
s 2 = d 0 n  — Cos -i f  2 h ^

V D o J J

D-8
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• Case 2- the case in which the pipe is partially covered by the cutting bed i.e.

y < h b < y  + Di

Considering the figure for this case

Figure D-2: Geometry for the case in which the pipe is partially covered by the cutting bed

Area of bed= Area of segment ADF -  Area of segment BCE

To obtain an expression for the bed in this case, an auxiliary function which represent 

the area of the bed in case one is defined, represented as

F(D0,h„) = £ - Cos'1
v DOJ

- 2
2k

v  D0 j

K
D 0 v  Doj

D -ll
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Considering this auxiliary function, the area of the bed for case two can be 

represented as

D-12

Where

F(D„hb - y )  = !Z- Cos-i l ' A h - y f  X  2iK  -  y)
D;I J D;

K - y
D,

K ~ yl -
v  Di J/

D-13

Determination of the wetted perimeters 

From the diagram,

S; = length of AD -  length of BC

S, = 2 VK  ( A , ( h  -  y)) D-14

S 2 = Length of outer circle- S3

s 2 = d 0 Jt -  Cos 1
v

5, = Length of outer circle- S4

S ^ D t K - C o s  1 1 2iK -  y)
D

\ \

i J)
D-15
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Ss -  S2 + •S'i -  D0 71-C os  1 1 —
v  j  j

+ D; n - C o s -i l 2ihb - y )
D:

D-16
> 7  J i

4 A,
D2 = — 2-

Ss +S t

• Case 3- the case in which the pipe is completely covered by the cutting bed i.e. 

y + D . <hb <Dg.

Considering the figure for this case, the area of the bed

Area of bed= Area of segment ABD -  cross area of pipe completely buried by the bed

D-17

B

Figure D-3: Geometry for the case in which the pipe is completely covered by the 

cutting bed

Determination of the wetted perimeters 

From the diagram,
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5, = Length of AD

SB = JiDi + DgCos -i ( 2 h ^

v Do ,

S 2 = Length of outer circle

s 2 = d c 7t — CoS 1
f  nu w

V D 0 J  J

S . = S  2

D = - 4A  ̂2
S. +S,

D-18
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